


The cent~al theme of this study regards the transfer and absorption of innova-
tion in small businesses. The problem concerns not only the relationship between
enterprise and basic or applied research but al so involves the opportunity far the
entrepreneur and company employees to acquire the knowledge to permit the
introduction of new technology and new solutions to the firmo
How can a condition of virtuous and circular creativity be operated in a small or
medium sized firm to identify the direction of transfer of innovation and thus in-
crement an increasingly dialoguing exchange of knowledge, skills and capabilities
staring tram the sharing of learning?
The active dialogue, flexibility experiençed and the birth of new ideas, produced
by the contagion of participants in the Circle Studies, on the one hand, can be-
come transfers, changes and novelty by experience and action, yet on the other,
sustain the sense of conversation between peers and care far knowledge and
the individuai in the work piace, the vehicles of a plural and jointly responsible
citizenship that is open to the next person and the rest of the world.
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INTRODUCTION

Paolo Federighi, Vanna Boffo

1. Study Circles and Innovation

The problem for which we want to contribute a solution with this
study concerns the transfer and absorption of innovation in small
businesses. The problem concerns not only the relationship between
enterprise and basic or applied research but also involves the oppor-
tunity for the entrepreneur and employees to acquire the knowledge
which will permit new technology and new solutions to be introduced
into the firm.

This problem is faced in choices of a strategic nature (placement in
new markets, adoption of new financial strategies, relocation of pro-
duction etc.) and also before soft innovation, introduced by firms in a
permanent way in the form of small improvements achieved thanks to
the creativity of employees (modification of a piece of machinery, a
different organisation of work, etc.).

It’s about processes founded on learning, both individual and organ-
isational. And, as we are talking about innovation, this learning is based
more on the capacity to create new knowledge than on the transmission
of what is already known and often structured into curricular and
teaching programmes. This type of learning is not developed in tra-
ditional training institutions. It takes place within networks of dynamic
learning – according to the definition given by Reich in his The Work
of Nations – and represents one of the factors in the growth of Silicon
Valley. Like any type of training activity, however, networks, and
especially strong networks, are discriminatory and barely accessible to
outsiders.

The challenge to identify the type of educational measure and ac-
tion to encourage access to dynamic learning networks by those seek-
ing innovation needs to be met in both public policy and by the
teaching profession.

The hypothesis tackled in this study is that a possible solution
might be the Study Circle, or rather in the updating (or return to the
original) of the model introduced in Sweden by Olsson at the end of
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6 Paolo Federighi, Vanna Boffo

the 19th century and which can also be considered as the prototype
of Circles of Quality in the firm.

The Study Circle constitutes the weak network of connections of
mutual learning and an alternative pedagogic methodology to stan-
dard training models (courses, seminars, group work, etc.). Here we
are more on the terrain which Gramsci called “the self-teaching socie-
ty”, re-purposed by De Sanctis is his work on “associazionismo”, the
tendency to form associations.

The creation of this type of education action calls for teachers ca-
pable of organising processes of mutual learning and also of making
useful and necessary knowledge available to a network. The Study
Circle for the transfer of innovation has little to do with general,
preparatory or impartial education. On the contrary, it is a strongly
result-oriented training route: learning to innovate – immediately –
the quality of production and work.

It involves learning solutions that no one has yet introduced.
Here, we need people who are capable of building and working net-

works and making people with the know-how to help build ad hoc rela-
tions with the problems faced by the Study Circles join the network.

These are the matters our publication aims to tackle.
The work is based on experiments carried out in Tuscany, the

Marche and Gothenburg. Given the scarcity of empirical material re-
garding Study Circles for Innovation, those chosen for the experi-
ments were the nautical, tourism and mechanics industries. This al-
lowed us to make use of concrete experiences from which to study
both feasibility and sustainability, including the sustainability of the
hypothesis. Furthermore, within these experiences, special focus was
given to the observation and analysis of the training of two figures in
particular: the tutor and the expert.

2. Study Circles and Training in the Workplace

The view with which the reflection, undertaken here, was tackled
at the end of the planning work in the field, is purely pedagogical
and, as such, the actions carried out by the participants of the circles
were observed and new reference figures for a Study Circle for firms
were diagnosed. From one side, the actions, with texts by Teresa
Basilico, Gabriella Campanile and Klas Lénberg, who followed the
work of the EDA EDU Project at close hand, and on the other, the
subjects investigated by Ekkehard Nuissl von Rein and by the writer.
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Introduction 7

The essay by Paolo Federighi is a theoretical-pedagogical key to inter-
preting the training process underlying the Study Circle in the firm.
The work is therefore an analysis of good practice or best practice in
adult education and vocational training, given the high degree of sat-
isfaction experienced by the circle participants. Good practice is a so-
cial and training action or experience which brings about a significant
improvement in the environmental, personal, domestic and occupa-
tional well-being of the individual and others.

The training methodology of the Study Circle in small and medi-
um sized firms has shown that the best means of transferring creativi-
ty and innovation is by linking it to the environmental and social well-
being of the workplace. In a certain sense, the Study Circle has put
into practice, by transforming a method into good practice, the idea
that training, and the development of humans in general, is the cor-
nerstone for the pedagogical construction of mankind and his social
environment which, in this case, is the work place. Human develop-
ment derives from culture influenced by people. New culture is creat-
ed by reciprocal and dialogical exchange and it is this interaction of
dialogue and well-guided conversation, the virtuous reflexivity on the
actions of the individual as a person but also in the work place that
constitute the grounds for new action, innovation. The root of inno-
vation lies in subjectively learning a practice which will then be ap-
plied socially and collectively. Innovation only takes place together, by
transfer, by transformation from an initial creative deed; but before it
can become a collective deed of exchange, of acquaintance and of
communication, one further step is required. Training gives new form
to the original; the person changes and becomes a new person after
undergoing training. Even the practices that become good practices
must undergo a transformation, in the context in which exist, in order
to offer the person the opportunity to learn more effectively and ac-
quire better know-how.

The Study Circle creates the training environment so that the par-
ticipants can put into practice the good practices of training flexibility.
In the work place, too. However, in order for the training to be car-
ried out and transform awareness into creativity and innovation, an
appropriate environment is necessary. The participants, the tutor and
the expert, as well as the person planning the training on the basis of
the needs of the firm, must build the best possible framework to en-
hance communication and conversation. For this reason, the training
of these people must be appropriate and include technical aspects as
well.
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8 Paolo Federighi, Vanna Boffo

The curriculum for training professionals such as tutors, must be
both specific and general; they must not only have appropriate teach-
ing knowledge, communicative and organisational skills and mental
and relationship flexibility but also the disciplinary and cognitive
knowledge of the enterprise world and its products. Even the figure
of the expert, whilst differing from the other two, the planner and the
tutor, must adapt to the needs of the Circle in which his/her know-
how is being applied. The expert will be able to respond to the needs
of the transfer of innovation if he/she is able to intercept the needs of
the circle and understand the direction the training route needs to go;
simply instructing facts is not sufficient. The tutor must work the dia-
logue between the needs and the principles, between the needs for
the transfer of knowledge and the knowledge itself. The tutor, and al-
so the expert, must be able to guide learning so that it becomes new
learning capable of transforming new knowledge into new conditions
of knowledge. This is possible when the communicative capacity and
the reflexive knowledge of the interpretive capacity displace attention
from one item of knowledge to another, allowing the trainers, fore-
most, and the circle participants, thereafter, to see what they already
know in a new light, being capable of deciphering and decanting the
new arising in a changed environmental context or simply giving a
new vision of the experience made.

Lastly, a further thought to retrieve a further pedagogical opportu-
nity, represented by Study Circles in firms, for the vocational training
world and, at the same time, for enterprises transferring products, if
only from the manufacturer to the consumer, whether they be prod-
ucts, hand-made goods or services.

The training model of the Study Circle proposes, by its very na-
ture, the exchange of the gift of the word, as well as that of know-
ledge. The gratuitousness of the training throws new light on the ethi-
cal dimension of the exchange forming the basis of relations between
human beings and also between the participants of the circle and
their trainers, even in businesses which, as we all know, work to make
a profit. The Study Circle activates a model of ethical training based
on the exchange of gifts. The exchange is in the gift of the word in
dialogue, but also in mutual listening and the capacity to orientate to-
wards others. The exchange of the gift is in the transfer of knowledge,
from the expert to the participants in the circle, later to become skills
in new contexts. The exchange of the gift is activated in the very
method of the Circle, not lavishing facts but creating them with the
dimension of the community.
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Introduction 9

It is not a paradox, but it is what becomes evident from deeper
analysis of the good practice of the Circle. The category of the gift is
subject to the proposal to transfer goods/facts and their transforma-
tion into know-how/skills. Remember, only incidentally, how the
model of the exchange of gifts is considered anthropologically as an
interpretive key to understanding the birth of modern society. We
may recall, Essai sur le don by Marcel Mauss, and all the works that
followed. Meditation reminds us of the sense of direction activated by
any training practice, even good practice. A practice is never only a
practice but rather a bearer of a vision of the world and, in the work
place, it is necessary and important, especially in the globalised world
of goods, markets and men and women, to understand the sense to
which the worker is responding with his/her actions, even those of
training.

This is why the Circle of Study sustains, because it proposes it, a
different vision of homo economicus. The challenge to take up this
new vision; because every transfer of innovation and know-how in the
work place cannot fail to be of service to human beings and to the
creation of a human being worthy of his or her own development.

3. Study Circles: Some Conclusions

In conclusion, projecting, at this point, the final considerations
which may emerge from an analysis of the contributions to this work,
several key points can be summarised and around which my thoughts
have revolved, not in the claim of being by any means exhaustive, but
in the hope of exposing the research to further enrichment and critical-
reflective transformation. From what I have already stated briefly, the
training model of the Study Circle could be a valid and sustainable
alternative to other models of training for creating the virtuosity of
the relationship between people, actions, needs and good practices.
This circularity can lead to creating new working conditions, new
learning contexts and new educational relationships to render the
spirit of awareness in the firm new and to train for a means of pro-
duction which, only by the transfer of know-how and skills, with
innovation, exactly, can build trust, hope and awareness of the self, of
others and of the humanity of the worker in the work place.
1. Demand for Study Circles for Innovation exists. The ease with

which the Study Circles were promoted in the nautical, tourism
and mechanical industries is proof of the demand. The willing par-
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10 Paolo Federighi, Vanna Boffo

ticipation by workers in Italy in the training activities is further
confirmation.

2. The efficacy of Study Circles for Innovation mainly depends of the
type of participant. The condition of success is that there must be
bearers of problems with skills and power to adopt innovative so-
lutions.

3. The existence of result-orientated Study Circles is the condition
for considering the costs as an investment.

4. The size of the investment is – in theory – connected also to the size
of the results. In knowledge intensive, medium and large businesses,
analogous processes are often connected to the relationship be-
tween lines and offices of research and planning, as well as directly
affecting first and second level quality. In these cases, investment in
innovation transfer is heavy and an integral part of a system of man-
agement of the anomalies and development of products, organisa-
tion, processes and marketing. Nevertheless, and considering only
the segment comparable with Study Circles, the investment is much
greater than that sustained in the experimentation.

5. Small businesses need external intervention (public policies, inter-
professional grants, etc) that permit economy of scale by operating
on clusters of firms.

6. The creation of Study Circles for Innovation aimed at small busi-
nesses depends on the existence and on the action of a promoting
body that is in a position to make the demand be expressed, that is
to say, organise routes to defining the issues on the basis of which
the know-how resources can be organised to build solutions.

7. For the creation of Study Circles for innovation, four different
roles are necessary:
• Study Circle promoters,
• the expert in analysis of the demand,
• the tutor,
• the specialist.
These roles cannot have the same profile.

8. The Study Circle for Innovation promoter is the person in a posi-
tion to organise the expression of demand for routes to training
for innovation. These conditions are associated with a person
who is in direct contact with entrepreneurs (various types of serv-
ices to business). In addition to working on the expression of de-
mand and its organisation into Study Circles, the promoter must
be able to carry out an initial analysis to identify the problem to
be tackled.
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Introduction 11

9. The role of the expert is the analysis of the issue and the identifica-
tion of specific aspects on which to develop processes of innova-
tion transfer. Innovation supported by Study Circles is not system-
atic. It is more focused on the particular aspects arising and can be
effective as a short training action.
The success of the future Circle depends on the level of definition
of the demand (if the issue regards the innovation of testing, are
the sensors or the interface of interest?) These processes of defin-
ing demand can also be postponed until the initial phase of the
study circle and managed by the tutor; there is a risk, however, to
the degree of pertinence or of prolonging the duration.

10. The role of the tutor does not differ greatly from that of the tutor
of Study Circles. The initial function of the tutor is to work with
the expert in analysing the demand from businesses in order to en-
sure the practical working of the network of learning later.
His/her central duty is of a methodological type and, in the first in-
stance, concerns the management of the processes and the con-
struction of contexts which encourage learning by means of
knowledge-exchange networks. For this purpose, the crucial func-
tion is to place the group in a condition to use the specialist in a
functional way.

11. The specialist is a person chosen by the Study Circle for his/her
ability to bring useful know-how for the solution of the issue.
He/she is chosen by the expert for the added value they can pro-
duce. The specialist is not a trainer nor an expert teacher in a sec-
tor. He/she is a person possessing innovative knowledge in a given
moment. This knowledge is made accessible to the group on the
basis of the pedagogical device for which the tutor, and not the
specialist, is responsible.

Florence, 7 February 2009
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CHAPTER I

FROM THE TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE
TO INNOVATION: THE STUDY CIRCLE MODEL

Teresa Basilico

The Region of Tuscany first introduced idea of the Study Circle in
2000, the first region in Italy to make use of the training instrument
based on the model widely used in other parts of the world such as
the United States, Canada and Scandinavia. Since its introduction,
the use and development of the Study Circle has continued to date.
Over this time, the project Idee in Rete (Networking Ideas - Regional
Network to Sustain Study Circles), was conceived to aid the growth of
non-formal education in Study Circles capable of contributing to the
creation of a training structure to guarantee the rights of every indi-
vidual to life-long learning.

The Study Circles created so far have been actively enjoyed by
many citizens in Tuscany and have seen the participation of many
adult uses who would never otherwise have had the opportunity to
participate in a course of learning. The Study Circles carried out over
this period of time have enabled the activation and construction of
social networks of solidarity and have generated the exchange of
learning between citizens and the formulation and definition of a new
way of training, centred on the needs of the users and aimed at em-
powering participants in deciding their own route of learning, venues,
methods, content and timing for each individual’s learning and
knowledge.

The results compounded in recent years, within the Study Circle
system, have enabled the examination and articulation of this training
model and its projection into a new dimension; of and for businesses.

The pedagogical and training features of the Study Circle model
make it a preferred instrument in the spreading of non-formal adult
education. The Study Circle, because of its features of flexibility, the
personalisation of the course, the contextualisation of action and the
management of timing, is an instrument which allows the needs for
training and research and demand for new knowledge of the world of
business to be met. The determining role of the network in the
process of the generation and transfer of knowledge within the Study
Circles has encouraged us to believe that this instrument could be
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14 Teresa Basilico

used in both research as well as in the transfer of innovation between
SMEs belonging to corresponding productive sectors.

With this idea in mind, the Association “Idee in Rete”, with the
partnership of the Regions of Tuscany and Marche, E-Education
S.p.a., EARLALL (European Association of Regional and Local Au-
thorities), EAEA (European Association for Education of Adults)
and Gothenburg Folk High School, promoted and accomplished the
EDA EDU Project - System Actions for Study Circles in Continuing
Education, funded by the Leonardo da Vinci European Programme.

The aim of the project was to start up a transnational action for
testing Study Circles as a possible instrument for setting up networks
as well as research laboratories for the generation and activation of
the transfer and absorption of innovation between the firms involved.
This required specific training actions aimed at the development of
new knowledge and skills for the people involved in the Study Circles
for SMEs, that is to say the tutors and experts. The activities of the
project involved, at a European level, staff working in the Profession-
al Training and Adult Education system as tutors and experts as well
as entrepreneurs and managers of the SMEs interested in the transfer
of innovation.

The general aims of the EDA EDU project were therefore those of
introducing the Study Circle model as a slender, flexible, low-cost
training instrument within the SMEs’ systems of continuing educa-
tion and of training professionals, such as the tutor and the expert,
with the specific skills required by the use of Study Circles in SMEs.

In line with the aims and priorities of the Leonardo da Vinci pro-
gramme, the project has, on one side, encouraged the identification of
a common model of skills for experts and tutors for use in non-for-
mal, continued vocational training and, on the other, the analysis of
the model of the Study Circles as an instrument to aid innovation
processes in entrepreneurial contexts.

During the process of identifying the training model, the training
activities carried out by the experts and tutors of the SME Study Cir-
cles took on great significance. For these professional figures, “on the
job”, attended and distance training was given where they could,
themselves, carry out the tasks required for the implementation
process of the Study Circles, and where the development of the skills
necessary for the functions of the tutor and the expert in a company
environment could be encouraged.

This training, a blended course of 42 hours, was participated by 12
people; 6 tutors and 6 experts, from the countries and regions in-
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From the Transfer of Knowledge to Innovation 15

volved, the Regions of Tuscany, Marche and Västra Götaland. The
course was divided into 10 hours in the classroom, 10 hours on-line
distance study and 22 hours of coaching, the latter being carried out
during the staging of the Study Circles, thus enabling experts and tu-
tors to put into immediate practice what they had learnt under the su-
pervision of their coach.

The use of e-learning for the training course was, in itself, innova-
tive and on-line materials and instruments were specially prepared for
Study Circle staff.

During the training course 6 Study Circles were set up, 3 in Italy
and 3 in Sweden, each of 22 hours and which saw the participation of
26 SME entrepreneurs/company employees.

The firms were identified for their sphere and sector of production
within the common strategic interest of the European regions in-
volved, in Italy, Tuscany and Marche and in Sweden, Västra Göta-
land. The firms involved were from the tourism, mechanical and nau-
tical industries. The transnational nature of the project enabled the
implementation of an exchange between the firms/entrepreneurs tak-
ing part in the Study Circles. Two Study Circles were deployed in
Tuscany, one involving 8 entrepreneurs/employees from the tourism
industry and the other involving 2 entrepreneurs/employees from the
mechanical industry; one Study Circle in the Marche with 4 entrepre-
neurs/employees from nautical sector; three Study Circles in the Re-
gion of Västra Götaland, Sweden, one for each of the 3 sectors, in-
volving 4 entrepreneurs/employees from the tourism industry, 3 en-
trepreneurs/employees from the mechanical industry and 5 entrepre-
neurs/employees from the nautical industry.

The experiment, broken down into these groups, brought signifi-
cant results which enable the affirmation that the Study Circle as an
instrument is capable of strengthening levels of participation and en-
couraging the construction of networks, essential elements for guar-
anteeing the transfer of knowledge, as well as sustaining the transfer
of innovation in entrepreneurial situations.

As regards the professional figures, the experience also enabled fo-
cus to be made on the specific skills, role and function of the expert
and the tutor for the SME Study Circles and their management,
aimed at the transfer of innovation. It was clear from the Study Circle
experience that the complex and articulate roles of the professional
figures require management, technical and relational skills that are
difficult to develop outside the context of the firm itself.
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CHAPTER II

INNOVATION TRANSFER AND STUDY CIRCLES
FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM SIZED FIRMS

Paolo Federighi

1. Introduction

The processes of generation, transfer and absorption of innovation
in firms, and especially those of small and medium size, can be en-
couraged by the use of the Study Circle model.

The term “Study Circle” is applied to activities of self learning
founded on the expression of demand for learning by the partici-
pants, united into small groups, who make use of a tutor or experts
for a short period of time and with the aim of receiving training re-
garding a theme chosen by the participants themselves. The distinc-
tion of Study Circles lies in the fact that they do not offer lessons like
other instruments of learning, where lessons may be good, interesting,
communicative and participated or otherwise. The Study Circle is
completely different and its major purpose is the promotion of net-
working between people with problems to resolve, experience to ex-
change and projects to accomplish. Another use is to put these people
in contact with other people, business people, suppliers, researchers,
clerks and officers of public bodies and people with the experience
and knowledge needed for solving the problems being faced and for
establishing opportunities for collaboration.

This working theory is based on the observation that innovation is
non other than the improvement and development of the products,
processes, organisation and marketing of a firm. It regards not only
radical changes but also the milder ones which accompany the nor-
mal development in production and which require the conception,
definition and deployment of new solutions.

The processes accompanying innovation involve learning for both
individuals and for organisations, where the dynamics see the use of
numerous players cooperating in the generation, transfer and absorp-
tion of new ideas. This cooperation takes place within networks of re-
lationships involving a number of participants. The richer and articu-
lated the possibility to weave networks of relationships, the greater
the results for the members. In this sense, the working theory consid-
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18 Paolo Federighi

1 Guthrie H., Dawe S., Overview, in Dawe S. (ed.), Vocational Education and
Training and Innovation, Australian National Training Authority, Adelaide 2004, p. 10.

ers the opportunity to make use of Study Circles as a form of organi-
sation that is able to provide for the need to exchange knowledge be-
tween players who do not participate in the natural, permanent and
strong networks (centres of research, suppliers, consultants, trade as-
sociations etc.) to which a firm belongs.

Innovation is fuelled by learning as well as by research and learn-
ing by means of network membership is a condition for learning in
adult life.

2. Innovation Transfer and Educational Actions

Innovation in the firm is always accompanied by group and indi-
vidual learning processes manifested by means of the transformation
or simple improvement of certain components of the activity of pro-
duction. These processes are – basically – always supported by educa-
tional actions. It is the quality of these actions that determines the
content and rhythm of innovative processes and the very opportunity
to conceive them. The fact that a firm makes the right choices from a
financial and market point of view is encouraged, if not determined,
by the quality of the educational actions available.

In the face of the need to innovate, the type of educational action
capable of bringing added value varies according to the routes chosen.

The, so to say, linear model, based on three phases:
research > transfer > absorption,

can also rely on traditional models of educational action. Where a
firm has defined, perhaps through basic or applied research, the ele-
ment of innovation to be adopted, resorting to such models, even
those of a transmission type (lightened to a greater or lesser extent by
active methodologies), has its own place.

Innovation is not limited to the simple transfer of the results of ad-
vanced research towards (hard innovation). In addition to this, soft in-
novation, the type of innovation which simply says «do something new
or something old in an innovative way» should also be considered1.

But producing something new is not enough for it to be consid-
ered innovative. The results need to be adopted by an organisation, a
community or a system in order for them to take on a meaning or ex-
press added value. Kearney, on this matter, states that «it is only when
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2 Kearney G., How Businesses Innovate Today and What That Means for the
Workforce, in Dawe S. (ed.), op. cit., p. 60.

the ‘make something new or in a different way’ is sold or put into
practice in the community that it becomes ‘innovation’. Furthermore,
his definition of innovation implies that for it to be considered such,
an innovation must add value to a commercial operation or be useful
to the community where it is being applied»2.

In this case, the processes of innovation depend on complex ac-
tions whose management takes place entirely within the firm. If we
examine the process of innovation from its origins as a problem and a
need, through the specification of a response to the introduction of
the change, the process can also be represented as a linking together
of a series of educational actions involving various players in the firm
and based on their powers of analysis, creativity, retrieval and adapta-
tion of the new know-how required. These are processes which, even
when they involve a sole trader, are always based on the capability
and opportunity to manage collaborative relations and share informa-
tion both in- and outside the firm (suppliers, competitors, partners).

From the educational point of view, this process can be analysed in
terms of a knowledge building trail, winding between a series of edu-
cational actions of various kinds. The features of this trail vary ac-
cording to whether the innovation is the outcome of improvements
made within the firm (in this case, education can be of a collaborative
kind, between employees) or imposed by markets, competitors or le-
gal standards (in this case, education will aim at acquiring existing
know-how from elsewhere and producing the necessary adaptations
for the needs of the firm) or whether the innovation is the result of
the capacity to render existing knowledge obsolete and to be ahead of
change (here we face complex actions which involve the capacity to
promote and manage forms of applied research).

In all these cases, educational actions of a formal, structured type
are only effective when the innovation to be introduced has already
been determined and there only remains to prepare for its absorption
within the firm. What prevails and characterises a large part of the
educational actions from which this process depends is their informal
nature; that is to say, they are bound to the capacity and opportunity
of the people involved to manage peer relationships within the know-
ledge exchange networks to which they belong.

When we speak of transfer of innovation we necessarily refer to
processes of external innovation, where external agents carry out the
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role of bearers of some type of innovation (of processes, products, or-
ganisation or marketing). External innovation, however, does not exist
in isolation of the dynamics of internal innovation. External innova-
tion is a complement to internal innovation, the processes of innova-
tion developed within any organisation by means of the management
of the improvement of the quality of services and goods produced.
These are processes involving not only the Departments dedicated to
research and innovation but all the workers in an organisation. They
generally explode when an organisation faces everyday errors or
anomalies or in the light of new training demands, new markets and
new competitors. Internal innovation is greatly fuelled by the tacit
knowledge possessed by every organisation and which can give life
and form to tacit3 or soft innovation «based on intelligent, ingenious
and useful ideas that anyone in the organisation can have»4.

The transfer of innovation should therefore be read and planned
in the framework of a close connection between the two dimensions,
interior and exterior.

In the second place, innovation should be considered in the frame-
work of the educational ecosystem, that is to say its relationship with
the group of places and processes which produce learning and eco-
nomic and social development in the context considered. This means
taking into consideration the fact that «the environments which en-
courage interactive and cooperative learning and innovation processes
offer better conditions for competitiveness and for socio-economic de-
velopment. A complex group of social institutions, habits and relation-
ships takes on a new role when their synergy stimulates processes of
growth and change […]. The economy and sociology of innovation,
just like economic geography, underline the role of spatial/geographic
proximity in the spreading of knowledge, especially where tacit know-
ledge and innovation are concerned. This proximity, which is also cul-
tural, institutional and inter-personal encourages the interaction and
exchange of skills and knowledge between individuals, firms and other
local players. Innovation is stimulated by a re-combination of the dif-
ferent bases of knowledge, in a process of reciprocal learning»5. In our
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case, the proximity factor must be read both in its local dimension as
well as in respect to the virtual space drawn by the network of rela-
tionships through which ideas and products circulate.

3. Strong Networks and Weak Networks

The theory from which we move is that these processes, studded
with informal and non-formal educational actions, can be, at least in
part, facilitated (especially in small firms) by the activation of Study
Circles oriented to creating links with bodies outside the firm.

The growth of a firm is determined by its membership of different
social and learning networks. Motivation, information and the acqui-
sition of new learning takes place in a systematic way within such net-
works. These are networks between equals, that is to say, between en-
trepreneurs and workers from different firms interested in the ex-
change of knowledge and experience, between firms and suppliers,
usually for the development of products and services supplied, be-
tween firms and institutional players and between firms and centres
of research or experts.

In this sense, networks are a group of links between one group of
people and another, whose characteristics can be used to interpret the
learning processes of the people themselves involved6. The network
society, is a typical feature of modern society, increasingly organised
into open and horizontal networks7. This is a society where the in-
creasing differentiation and division of work requires new mecha-
nisms of control and coordination between the hierarchies and the
market, replacing traditional bureucratic organisations.

In the network society, the benefits vary according to the variety
and intensity of the links and the quality of the networks of member-
ship. These, according to Schenk8, depend on factors such as:
• the personal position in the network;
• the features of the network (inter-personal, functional).

The personal position in a network is mainly connected with the
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possibility to access the network concerned and with the role the per-
son manages to take on within it.

The features of a network depend on the way in which they came
to be built regarding the two elements highlighted. In particular, as
regards the quality of relationships, the relevant features are constitut-
ed by describers such as: the reciprocity, homogeneity, heterogeneity,
strong and weak, latent or clear commitment, intensity (frequency of
contact) and duration (stability).

As for the functional features of networks, this means considering
the content of the relationships: values, exchange of resources, com-
munication, learning and the nature of the support.

Relationships existing in networks give members various types of
combined learning resources (multiplexity of relationships) such as:
exchange of information, acquisition of material and non-material re-
sources, political mobilisation, power sharing, solidarity (educational
and non-), benchmarking and mutual support in critical situations9.

The strength of the relationships between the members of a net-
work has a non univocal meaning, that is to say there are advantages
which can arise even from membership in networks of weak links10.
In the case of strong links, the time commitment, emotional intensity,
intimacy, permanence and reciprocity multiply.

4. A Model of a Strong Network: the Triple Helix

Innovation, as an instrument, requires the putting into effect of a
system for spreading knowledge. Studies on regional policies show
the tendency towards better performance by industries belonging to
clusters11. As for innovation, it is not sufficient to concentrate only on
proximity in geographical terms; functional bonds can constitute a
type of virtual cluster based on shared skills or their participation in a
correlated chain of production12.

The aim of state and private policies is therefore the promotion
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of relationships between the various players in the processes of in-
novation.

The triple helix model13 is the representation of the type of strong
link network necessary for the promotion of innovation in production
(Fig. 1).

Firms

Educational and research institutes

 State authorities/ Government

Consultants
Technology
institutes

Chambers of
commerce, Unions,
etc.

Development
contracts

Fig. 1. The Network for Innovation in the triple helix model.

The triple helix model attributes a function of intermediary for the
system of consultancy firms, as “mediators” between the companies
and the knowledge sector. A similar role is attributed to chambers of
commerce and trade associations, where the business community is
concerned. The role of national, regional and local state authorities,
besides encouraging innovation by means of policies for the economy
and the development of social capital in a given area, is to ensure that
the various players cooperate and develop partnerships. Furthermore,
universities and centres of research are considered to be within the
third pole of the triple helix.

The significant bonds in the innovation process are not necessarily
spatial or concentrated at a geographical level. Therefore, a policy for
enterprise development oriented towards the cluster must have a
wider purpose. In particular, the agencies for services to business or
mediators of innovation must have the function of local anchor of
knowledge, that is to say, aim at transmitting new technology and pro-
cedures to the local enterprise community.
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5. The Study Circle as a weak network

The processes of innovation are also fed by less strong and struc-
tured relationships which often precede the creation of stable networks
and which, for certain functions, are more suitable for the purpose.

In the case of networks featuring weak links, relationships are found
to be less intense and of a lower degree of reciprocity. It is, however,
thanks to the existence of networks with weak links that certain mem-
bers of different networks (see Fig. 2) and parts of groups begin to
communicate and are transformed into vehicles for sharing new and
heterogeneous information: «Through the low selective spread of infor-
mation, they are obviously quite capable of promoting innovation»14.

Fig. 2. Representation of the activation of weak links between strong bond
networks15.

The process of network building, especially weak link networks,
constitutes a task for educational action. In addition to access to
strong link networks, the promotion of weak link networks, to whom
training duties should be given as a matter of priority, constitutes a
concrete terrain for intervention in favour of innovation.

Study Circles for innovation stand out because of their ability to
put people with relevant knowledge and who belong to various
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strong link networks, in contact with the people who are not included
but who show interest in the exchange of learning.

6. Results and Content of a Study Circle for Innovation

Dynamic learning networks for innovation have the inalienable fea-
ture of being action-oriented. These networks are where there is «a
process of social learning»16. For this reason, dynamic learning net-
works have, in their construction or in their transfer of innovation, the
main indicator of success, an element which distinguishes them from
other types of network (aimed at research or at personnel training).

The expected results of a Study Circle for innovation can concern
the innovation of products, processes, organisation and marketing.

The distinction between a product and the process for its innova-
tion has often been considered as the starting point when talking
about the search for new application models for firms17. Product inno-
vation can be defined as the process of launching a new product,
both in technical and in marketing terms. Product innovation con-
cerns as much the production process as the means by which the
product reaches the market. The fundamental relationship between
these two dimensions is summarised in Fig. 3.

Old product New product

Old process Zero innovation Innovation of the product
New process Innovation of the process Innovation of the product

and the process

Fig. 3. Aspects of the Concept of Innovation18.
Note: For the purposes of analysis, it is possible to divide the process into the various
stages of development, production and marketing

A firm’s innovative behaviour can be connected to the technologi-
cal process and be translated into better marketing performance.
Therefore, the attitude towards innovation is of crucial importance. It
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is not only a question of creating new ideas for new products and
processes; it is also necessary to have both the ability and the will to
transform innovation into products/services requested by the market.
These factors add another dimension to the concept of innovation in
the sense of market and sales driven innovation. This type of innova-
tion is often considered the most important and capable of producing
economic growth in the long and medium term19. In a certain sense,
this means that the emergence of innovations within each must be ex-
plained and considered as an effect of the market and of the opportu-
nities continually created therein20.

The last result possible refers to organisational innovation and to the
contribution that Study Circles can additionally bring to the existing
knowledge system (science parks or new ways of spreading the results
of research), to the system of knowledge and support (business incuba-
tors, centres for technology transfer) or to the same enterprise sector
(creation of R&D departments, cooperative networks between firms).

As regards the various strategies for transfer, the models corre-
spond, at least in part, to the types of policy learning models pro-
posed by Rose21 and which are divided into five different possibilities:
• The direct or almost total copying of an idea or product, trans-

ferred without substantial adaptations from one context to anoth-
er. This is not a widely used means of voluntary transfer for the
reasons already stated.

• Inspiration by the ideas contained or to which the achieved results
refer and the experiences carried out. This is, as already noted, one
of the most widely used practices.

• The adaptation of ideas or products to the context in which they
are to be used. This is a widely used practice where the conditions
in terms of resources exist.

• Hybridisation achieved by the partial modification of ideas or
products already in use in contexts affected by the process of
transfer.
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• Cooperative transfer, achieved by means of the common commit-
ment of several people (user-to-user) in the process of conception,
adaptation and finishing of an idea or product in one or more
contexts.
The path by means of which the process of transfer is deployed

cannot be simplified easily. It is a social and not an individual phenom-
enon. For this reason it is determined by many factors. Several authors
write that the possibility of first conceiving and then introducing inno-
vation depends on knowledge ecology, that is to say the role taken on
by the group of institutions and organisations dedicated to the pro-
duction of new knowledge: «knowledge ecology provides the basis
that permits individual innovation systems to organise themselves or
which stimulates them to be created by intervention policies»22.

The crux of this matter is constituted by the membership of the
people concerned in learning exchange networks, those which can
more generally be considered as innovation support microsystems
that are multiple as regards themes, aims, the relationship of trust be-
tween members, and the instruments of support available.

In our case, however, the process should be viewed from the point
of view of the person who becomes the lead user of a potentially trans-
ferable result. It is in this perspective that we have adopted the read-
ing of the process, divided into the following fundamental phases:
• Expression of the transfer demand, based on the possibility, neces-

sity and will to innovate in production. This phase is influenced by
factors which determine the predisposition of entrepreneurs and
organisations to transfer innovation and which orientate their de-
mand for ideas and products.

• Access to innovative knowledge, to dynamic learning networks
and to one or more systems of innovation. This phase is charac-
terised by the activation of opportunities that permit entrepre-
neurs and organisations to know about the existence of innovation
and to obtain information regarding its potential.

• Management of cooperative learning relationships within the
Study Circle. This phase is characterised by processes of results-
sharing on the basis of membership of various kinds of network,
which permit members to obtain the availability of ideas and prod-
ucts on the basis of various forms of exchange.

• Transferring and absorbing innovation by means of the application
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of learning outcomes of change to/innovation of production. This
phase is characterised by the activities of adaptation or adoption of
the innovation within the contexts concerned.

7. The Method

The problem of the method of innovation transfer immediately de-
fers us to a double need: in one sense, the need to adopt an open ap-
proach to the quête – rather than to research – and in the other, the
necessity to guarantee a device that permits the communication, col-
lection and organisation of the results needed for the action.

The first methodological orientation responds to the fact that
study within the Study Circle for the transfer of innovation is strongly
biased in favour of understanding how to better one’s own perform-
ance. In these cases, what prevails is a type of «Methodological op-
portunism (which) selects constructional tests that fit specific analysis,
and ignores the evidence that can be provided by using other criteria
that do not match the expectations of the analyst»23. The players en-
tering a network to understand which ideas and which solutions merit
consideration do not worry about the formal coherence of their
progress, nor can they be obliged to stick with a particular method,
even if this is deemed the most appropriate for the subject matter.

The dilemma is similar to that faced by Solow in Stockholm in
1987 on the occasion of his Lecture to the Memory of Alfred Nobel,
when, commenting on research into economics, he noted that histori-
cal series of data «do not provide a critical experiment. This is where
a chemist would move into the laboratory, to design and conduct just
such an experiment. That option is not available to economists. My
tentative resolution of the dilemma is that we have no choice but to
take seriously our own direct observations of the way economic insti-
tutions work. There will, of course, be arguments about the modus
operandi of different institutions, but there is no reason why they
should not be intelligible, orderly, fact-bound arguments. This sort of
methodological opportunism can be uncomfortable and unsettling;
but at least it should be able to protect us from foolishness»24.
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In our case, it is the nature of the transfer of innovation – au-
tonomous and voluntary and deeply action-oriented – that shifts it in-
evitably into terrains of methodological opportunism where, for any
given rule however “fundamental” or “necessary” to science it might
be, there are always circumstances in which it is opportune not only
to ignore the rule but to adopt the opposite. For example, there are
circumstances in which it is advisable to introduce, formulate and de-
fend ad hoc hypotheses or hypotheses which contradict well-estab-
lished and universally accepted experimental results or hypotheses,
the content of which is less than that of existing and empirically ade-
quate alternative hypotheses, or even self-contradictory hypotheses25.

8. Innovation Players as Cooperative Lead Users

By definition, Study Circles for innovation in small and medium
sized firms are aimed at lead users, that is to say the players who,
whenever possible, produce their own tools commencing with what-
ever is available to them.

Being lead users, we are not looking at people who search for stan-
dard products; on the contrary, these people tend to adapt existing
results to their own needs and develop new solutions. These people
are open to the processes of innovation and also tend to play an active
role.

Users of products and services are generally speaking more capa-
ble of innovating autonomously. The processes of innovation which
place the user in the centre offer greater advantages compared with
systems of innovation development, which place the accent on the
producer, that is to say those systems which, for centuries have been
the foundation of commerce. Users who innovate can develop exactly
what they want, rather than trusting that producers will take on the
role of agents of the process of innovation: from the expression of de-
mand to transfer and absorption. Furthermore, individual users and
firms do not have to develop everything they need by themselves,
they can benefit from innovations developed and freely shared by
others26.
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«The needs of users regarding products are quite heteroge-
neous»27. This encourages the research for ever more ad hoc and less
standardised solutions. We are facing demand which aims to obtain
exactly what it needs – here and now – and not something that is
nearly what it needs. Awareness of the problems generating the need
for innovation and of the context where products are used is funda-
mental for the development of the product. A generic knowledge of
the solutions (possessed by the original producers) does not guaran-
tee an adequate response to such a necessity.

The conscious position of lead users open to innovation is accom-
panied by a tendency to share the results achieved and the innovation
brought about. The level of results-sharing can vary according to
whether the people work in state or private training systems (in the
latter competition must be taken into consideration). However, the
commitment to innovation is accompanied by the willingness to share
results and by the search for mutual benefit and the strengthening of
the individual’s reputation within the learning exchange network to
which he/she belongs.

This confirms what Hippe said about the importance of belonging
to a Community for innovation: «Innovation by users tends to be
widely distributed rather than concentrated between a few, very inno-
vative users. Consequently, it is important for users-innovators to find
the way to combine and strengthen their efforts. This is made possi-
ble by the adoption of various forms of cooperation: direct, informal
from user to user (help others in the process of innovation, replying
to questions, etc.)»28. Specifically, the Study Circle does not substitute
the Community for innovation (professional, trade etc); it creates the
conditions so that weak links between certain players and possible
initiatives of common interest can be created.

9. The Functions of Staff Supporting Communities of Lead Users

If we can leave as unquestionable the hypothesis that the educa-
tional action model defined here by the expression “Study Circle”
can support the processes of innovation in small and medium sized
firms by virtue of its ability to reproduce the naturalness of the
processes necessary for the purpose, what remains to be examined are
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the functions to be ensured for carrying out this type of action.
In the previous pages we have described the process supported by

the Study Circle by means of four main phases:
• Expression of the transfer demand based on the possibility, neces-

sity and will to innovate organisational and training practices.
• Access to innovative knowledge, to dynamic learning networks

and to one or more systems of innovation;
• Management of cooperative learning relationships within the

Study Circle.
• Transfer and absorption of innovation.

We need to analyse the functions which will aid the execution of
this process, leaving aside, for the time being, the figures to whom
these functions could be attributed.

The essential functions that could be required in this process ap-
pear to be the following:
1. Specify the content and nature of the demand for innovation exist-

ing in the firm or organisation to which the lead user belongs.
2. In the case of the firm, this task requires a capacity for complex

analysis regarding the identification of necessary, desirable and
sustainable innovation. This all requires a well-founded vision of
the short and medium term future of the firm. Such a vision is
based on awareness not only of the firm, markets and technologi-
cal innovation and its potential application but also on the capacity
to foresee and prepare the organisation for the improvements to
be introduced.

3. The task of this type of survey, affecting every entrepreneur, can-
not be entirely assigned to the system of Study Circles. But their
success depends on the existence around the firm of a system of
support from the very networks to which the firm belongs, from
state support services, from consultants and from research centres.
Study Circles for innovation must be offered within this system.

4. Personnel in charge of the promotion of Study Circles must be
aware of this situation and be able to create opportune connec-
tions. They must also be able to read the demand for innovation of
each entrepreneur. This is perhaps the most complex aspect be-
cause it requires the exercise of specific technological knowledge
regarding, for example, the materials and organisation of the sup-
ply chain etc. In this phase, the primary necessity is that of relating
the function of methodological planning of the Study Circle and
the definition of the survey aims.

5. Meeting other people with similar demands or responses and who
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are interested in cooperating for the development of their know-
how by means of new applications. This does not necessarily mean
that the task is to identify other entrepreneurs who share the same
problem. This is not about creating a homogenous group by type
of demand. What is needed is to connect solution bearers because
they have the know-how to encourage the search for new solu-
tions: if the problem is the marketing of a product, it would be
perhaps useful to create a relationship between the producer of
the product and the manager of the sales network with an interest
in that product.

6. Here, the basic function to be born by the promoter of the Study
Circle is that of brokering know-how and interests, putting compat-
ible people in touch with one another. Again, we are looking at a
function that requires good knowledge of a number of industries
and of the possibility and advantages of common actions and
forms of cooperation. Given that a system of Study Circles is nec-
essarily open to any type of demand coming from any sector, we
need to envisage a brokering function capable of connecting multi-
ple specialist brokers with knowledge and connections and who
know things and people who might be interested in collaborating
with other people.

7. Creating partnerships between various players concerned. The task is
to define the type of partnership that might be created between po-
tential participants. Study Circles for innovation imply a form of co-
operative learning where participants build a route to new learning
of various kinds together. Study Circles for innovation are also aimed
at opening the way for the transfer of innovation. This could lead to
the creation of the basis for future common business projects.

8. Participation in a Study Circle for innovation means establishing
partnerships for sharing problems and searching for solutions by
means of external skills, or the sharing of know-how from which
solutions and new business ideas can originate.

9. The function to be guaranteed is that of supporting the creation of
different forms of partnership.

10. Planning and managing the processes of cooperative transfer and
learning within the Study Circle. According to a classification of
the types of Study Circle, the circle for innovation falls into the
category of those whose approach centres on the solution of a prob-
lem, as seen in Study Circles formed by a group of people whose
common interest is to tackle and resolve a problem they all share.
Some authors make reference to an approach based on the method
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of participated research. Even when not participated research, this
approach is based on the adoption of a basically scientific method
which passes though the normal stages of observation, hypothesis,
check, definition and, if possible, preparation of action for the so-
lution of the problem. What distinguishes this approach in a more
scientific way is the fact that the phases of the work pass along a
route from the specification of the problem to the formulation of
action aimed at its solution.

11. For the purposes of planning and managing the Study Circle, the
most important phases can be identified as the following:
4.1. Expression of the demand for participation aimed at aiding po-
tential participants to recognise each other as partners. The actions
connected with this phase concern the determination and prepara-
tion of the methods and instruments to be used for informing, ori-
enting and involving network leaders (administrators of state and
private services, leaders of social networks, etc.) and the approxi-
mate identification of a field of study, to be discussed and defined
in detail by future participants.
4.2. The launch of activities
The launch of the activities of a Study Circle requires the promoters
to carry out a number of functions: the preparation of the meeting,
the introduction, strengthening the network of relationships be-
tween the participants and the adoption of the decisions regarding
the future of the circle. Strengthening communication between par-
ticipants is the task of the tutor, especially at the start up.
4.3. Formulation of the feasible project
The formulation of a feasible project calls for the generation of new
ideas and their translation into a programme of work to be shared
by the group. Generating new ideas is a duty the tutor undertakes
for the purpose of encouraging the same behaviour in the group.
Generating new ideas is a result that can be encouraged by the
adoption of appropriate techniques and processes of preparation.
4.4. Progress and use of resources, monitoring and assessment of the
process
The basic educational resources available to a Study Circle com-
prise the possibility to make use of one or more experts and study
materials. The use an expert usually occurs after participants have
detected a need and specified the type of contribution they expect
from this person. The choice of the expert can be indicated by the
participants themselves or by the tutor or the organisation to
which the tutor belongs. This choice is, however, based on the
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characteristics defined by the group. In the Study Circle, the ex-
pert uses the methods and rules for relating, discussing and com-
municating defined by the group itself. If the expert is not familiar
with group work methods, it is opportune for the leading of meet-
ings with the expert to be entrusted to the tutor.
Assessment, the duty of the group, must be carried out at the end
of each meeting, using methods of varying degrees of formality.
The overall assessment regards the entire progress of the circle and
takes into account the course completed and the results achieved.
For this reason, elements of assessment must be prepared and
made available by the tutor.

12. Managing the route to the transfer of innovation. Whilst this duty
is undertaken after the conclusion of the Circle, it must be pre-
pared for prior to the end. This can take place regarding both the
expectations of each participant (impact of the experience on cur-
riculum vitae, extension of network relationships) or the commu-
nity (birth of new networks, formulation of proposals for innova-
tion or action on members’ networks, etc.).

13. The route to the effective deployment of innovation proposed in
the circle is part of the life of the firm and any partners. Facing
new challenges begins with the capacity for the firm and the entre-
preneur to introduce necessary, desirable and sustainable innova-
tions to products, processes, organisation and marketing.

10. Conclusion

In works on Study Circles, reference is usually made to two fig-
ures: the tutor and the expert. Study Circles on the transfer of innova-
tion certainly confirm the need for this type of role. Certain aspects,
however, require specification.

The attention to the problem to be resolved calls for a level of
technical know-how both on the part of the expert, of course, and of
the tutor. At the same time, both have methodological duties linked to
the organisation and management of the educational action, of the
Study Circle. And this has consequences, especially for the role of the
expert.

Given that it is difficult to imagine that there are many people with
the methodological know-how to manage a Study Circle and who also
possess a high level of technical know-how, a solution might be found
in the future in the creation of figures within the firm who are capa-
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ble of managing this type of training opportunity. This means figures
who, with the support of brokering services, would be able to manage
partnership relationships and the use of experts in the framework of
the educational processes which characterise Study Circles.
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CHAPTER III

THE CIRCLES FOR THE TOURISM, MECHANICAL
AND NAUTICAL INDUSTRIES

Gabriella Campanile

1. The Training of Circle Personnel

1.1. “Attended” Training

The aim of the attended training was to transfer know-how regard-
ing the training methodology of the Study Circle to tutors and experts
from three sectors of the economy, the tourism, mechanical and nauti-
cal industries. The highly innovative nature of the use of Study Cir-
cles for the transfer of innovation between SMEs required special at-
tention to the definition of the aims to be pursued in the training of
the personnel involved in the execution of the circles. The conception
of a course, whose aim was the development of the capability to
transform the know-how regarding their function and role into action
and appropriate behaviour, not only where the specific methodology
was concerned but also to the “context of the firm”, became neces-
sary right from the planning phase of the training actions. This en-
abled the provision of training actions oriented towards the transfer
of good practices in the management of the Study Circles.

In greater detail, within the activity, an initial analysis was made of
the work experience carried out from one side in the context of the
firm, and, from the other, from highlighting the critical elements of
success of the first experiences undertaken in Tuscany on the use of
the Study Circle in the world of work and in firms. By means of the
use of participatory methodologies and the use of practical exercises,
the possible grounds and consequential types of Study Circle to be de-
ployed in and for firms were analysed and clarified. This enabled the
start of new analysis, within the group being formed, on the future
role of the tutor and the expert in the creation of the circles. As a re-
sult of the training, possible solutions and opportunities were identi-
fied for use in the various phases of the Study Circle from the phase of
induction and expression of demand to the phase of start up and execu-
tion for firms in the tourism, mechanical and nautical industries, high-
lighting the common and distinguishing elements specific to each.
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Attended and on line training were preparatory to the activity of
managing the Study Circles and to the later flanked training activity of
a course of coaching.

1.2. Coaching, the Model Adopted

The coaching carried out within each Study Circle was conceived
as a process of consultation aimed at each of the people being trained,
tutors and experts, and at developing the specific skills and abilities
required by their role in the management of the Study Circle.

After the attended and on line training, carried out before the start
of coaching, the trainees, already with knowledge of the methodology
of the Study Circle, were able to develop their savoir faire and savoir
être for the management of their specific role as part of their training.
The aim of the coaching was to produce positive results, made possi-
ble by focusing on the end result, that is to say the improvement in
performance in the management of the role played within the specific
context.

The interaction between the coach and the trainees was based on
the following phases:
1. Sharing of performance targets and the expectations for their role

within the training context of the Study Circle.
2. Acquisition of a greater awareness of the skills they brought to the

management of the role.
3. Acquisition of the resources for developing their own know-how

in order to achieve their goals.
4. Sharing of support instruments for the management of the circle
5. Monitoring of performance.

The model of coaching used was based on the following elements:
1. Interaction between the coach and the trainee.
2. Transfer of the role skills by means of the request to observe the

performance of the coach in the specific roles (1st and 2nd meet-
ing of the Study Circle).

3. Flanking of tutor/s in the management of the role.
4. Flanking of the expert/s in the management of performance within

the circle.
5. Transfer of working instruments supported by indications as to

what should be done and what shouldn’t have been done.
6. Monitoring of performance by means of observation and checking

of the compilation of work instruments.
The logic followed by the model was the following. The coach in-
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teracted with the tutors and the experts in a continuing manner by
means of:
1. The sharing of specific training goals for each role and for each

trainee (tutors and experts).
2. The on-going reading and monitoring of the training needs of the

tutors and experts.
3. The sharing of the rules for the management of the Study Circles

both for the tutor and for the expert.
4. The passing of the work agenda (to tutors) specific to each meet-

ing.
The activity of coaching provided for each tutor and expert within

each Study Circle was of 22 hours, that is to say for the entire dura-
tion of the Study Circle.

1.3. The Training Process of Coaching

The training activity of flanking was carried out, during the start
up phase and during execution, within each Study Circle. The activity
of coaching saw the development of two courses, one for the figure of
the tutor and the other for the expert, courses which found points of
connection in the phases of execution. With the figure of the tutor, by
virtue of the determining importance played within the Study Circle,
the central action was to redefine the role and function required with-
in this specific training context. The use of log books, specifically de-
signed for each meeting, permitted, on the one side, the supply of a
useful, if not essential, work tool necessary for the good management
of meetings, and from the other a training support tool. Each log
book required the recording of the goals of the tutor and/or the
group, the procedures applied, the specific output for each action op-
erated by the tutor or the group, the times and lastly the recording,
for each phase of the activity, of the dynamics of the group.

The course of coaching was conceived and calibrated to the indi-
vidual training needs of the tutors. Having assessed and shared the
know-how and the skills declared by everyone on entering the course,
a flanking process was structured for each person. The first start up
meeting for the Study Circles was managed by the coach with the aim
of transferring procedures for leading meetings and managing group
dynamics. In the meetings that followed, having assessed the training
needs of each person, the flanking was modulated and calibrated to
provide for each problem area.

The aim of the flanking carried out with the experts was to transfer
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skills of a methodological nature for the training context within which
the experts were to manage their contribution. The experts were
called upon to support the tutors and the group in the analysis and
identification of the needs expressed by the participants regarding the
possible discovery of innovation and the definition of their demand
for training, combining technical skills of their trade with the specific
educational practices of the Study Circle.

2. The Study Circles

The key elements of the experience of the Regions of Tuscany and
Marche are reported below and contain the analysis of procedures
and results achieved in the tourism, mechanical and nautical Study
Circles.

2.1. The Tourism Study Circle

a. Start up of the Study Circle
The start up of the Study Circle saw the participants getting to

know each other and the creation of the group. The tutor, supported
by the coach, accompanied the group in the construction of their net-
work of relationships and helped them make decisions regarding the
course to be followed.

The benchmarking activity, from the start up meeting, enabled the
problems encountered in the management, but especially the devel-
opment, of the participants’ firms to emerge. Attention was immedi-
ately focused on the necessity to seek elements of innovation in mar-
keting, by means of the identification of new elements in the proce-
dures and the product to be introduced in the management and ac-
quisition of the client. The demand for innovation, already defined
prior to the trip to Sweden, was the research factor and key element
to the course built by the participants of the Study Circle as a result
of the meeting with Swedish tourism firms.

b. The Feasible Plan
The analysis of the research carried out during benchmarking with

owners of Swedish in-coming tourism firms confirmed the necessity to
further identify and define the needs of the group. The feasible plan
for the Study Circle was thus defined.

The area for further investigation, deemed necessary for the
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achievement of the goal, was identified as the underlining of the im-
portance of research into possible new channels and marketing tools
for in-coming tourism firms, from blogs to portals and company web-
sites, in terms of choices and possible functions.

The procedure the participants used in their decision for develop-
ing their training was expressed with the help of the expert, who, pro-
posing practical exercises using IT materials and the internet, was
able to give explanations of the use of these tools and answer individ-
ual questions from participants.

The support instrument used by the tutor was the Circle Log Book,
where the aims and procedures of each meeting were recorded. Mon-
itoring during the various phases of the completion of the project was
designed to be a sequence of actions accompanying every activity of
the training by means of the practical acquisition of elements for the
resolution of problems.

c. Assessment
The assessment within the Study Circle was made by means of par-

ticipated and self assessment in order to check the compounding of
the results and the satisfaction of the experience shared within the
group. An interview was carried out with each participant of the
Study Circle.

Fig. 1. Assessment of The Tourism Industry Study Circle.

The goals for self development were achieved, especially the development of
knowledge of about hospitality structures in Tuscany.

The contribution of the expert and the tutor, with specific know-how of the
industry, helped make the training effective.

The Study Circle experience formed a starting point in the development of
knowledge of the matters identified and tackled

The learning network succeeded in identifying the elements of innovation to
be introduced to the firm’s marketing.

The exchange of knowledge between participants was successful The learn-
ing network activated was integrated in a coherent and complimentary man-
ner with the knowledge transmitted by the expert.

The innovation identified concerned the marketing of the firm.

The Study Circle investigated the potential of the following innovation:
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• new promotional channels, portals, Blogs,
• how to make promotional communication on the firm’s web site effective

for the conquest of new markets,
• new awareness of the variety of hospitality facilities in Tuscany.

Many participants are already assessing the tools and procedures they need to
deploy in their firm’s marketing

Around 40% of the participants declared that they would be introducing ele-
ments of technological innovation to their firm’s marketing plan.

60% declared that the knowledge they had gained of facilities in Tuscany will
allow them to introduce elements of innovation in the promotion and man-
agement of their supply of services to their clients.

The new European Consortium could have the function of rendering the
learning network established in this experience a permanent reality.

Interest in the development of specialised industrial sector consultancy serv-
ices for SMEs as part of the EDA EDU portal was expressed.

Assessment was made of the opportunity to create a business network
New Tourism Study Circles were requested. Future Study Circles should give
greater emphasis to the matters handled in this experiment such as:
• on-line promotion of tourism,
• updating of promotional channels.
The Strengths of the experiment:
• trans-nationality,
• active benchmarking between participants,
• willingness to involve other firms in the tourism sector in future Study

Circles.
Matters for improvement
• time management
• the creation of links between Study Circles within the project.

2.2. Mechanical Industry Study Circle

a. Start up of the Study Circle
The benchmarking conducted during the start up meeting helped

participants make each other’s acquaintance and learn about the firms
for which each was a spokesperson on this occasion. Once the group
had been formed, members exchanged experience and the issues im-
mediately emerging concerned the management of their assistance
service and the efficacy/efficiency of their services oriented to build-
ing customer loyalty. This was the starting point of their training
course and research, which saw, as their work continued, the re-defi-
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nition of their goals. The highly participated nature of the group from
the start up phase determined the activities for the rest of the course.
After benchmarking their experience and concerns, the participants
were able to focus their attention on the possible innovation they
could introduce to their firms and which could be sought during a
study visit to mechanical firms in Sweden. The result of benchmark-
ing and research centred mainly on the demand for innovation and
the analysis of the potential for transferring flexible organisational
models observed in Swedish SMEs.

The feasible plan was postponed until the return of the partici-
pants from their study trip.

b. The Feasible Plan
On returning from the tour, the group began analysing their experi-

ence of the Swedish firms. The participants were able to identify many
stimuli from observation of flat organisation, that is to say one which
works effectively but, above all, which aims at developing human re-
sources. After active and participated benchmarking, the group
reached the conclusion that innovation within an organisation comes
from the integration and inter-dependency of its various systems and
that human resources are the common bond and interface between sys-
tems. The analysis lead participants to re-assess their need for innova-
tion and their capacity to transfer and deploy new organisation models
in their firms. Whilst there was certainly no lack of elements of stimulus
or thought, there was awareness that any plan to transfer an organisa-
tion model would be a long-term and very ambitious target. The group
therefore decided to focus on one aspect of the flat organisation; the
management and development of human resources in small firms. At-
tention therefore centred on one, even more specific aspect, that is to
say the effective management of work meetings, beginning with the
awareness of management levers for human resources in firms. Once
the aims of the Study Circle had been defined, the group decided, with
the support of the tutor, to continue the course by pursuing three activ-
ities to be completed by means of the use of three specific methods:
1st activity: watching a film of the presentation by a member of the

teaching staff of the Organisation and Staff Department of the
Bocconi Business School in Milan on human resources manage-
ment levers in firms;

2nd activity: case study – of a meeting which took place in the firm of
one of the participants; the management method applied to the
case study was supplied by the tutor and the coach;
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3rd activity: role-play – a company information meeting, prepared by
one of the participants, which was also filmed; the activity was lead
using the method support of the tutor and the coach;
Monitoring during the various phases of the completion of the

project was designed to be a sequence of actions accompanying every
activity of the training by means of the practical acquisition of ele-
ments for the resolution of problems.

The Circle Log Book was the support instrument used by the tutor
and was where the aims and procedures of each meeting were
recorded.

c. Assessment
The assessment within the Study Circle was made by means of par-

ticipated and self assessment in order to check the compounding of
the results and the satisfaction of the experience shared within the
group. An interview was carried out with each participant of the
Study Circle.

Fig. 2. Assessment of the Mechanical Industry Study Circle.

The training model adopted was effective because it was not top-down. It
was seen to be a very dynamic and flexible instrument

It is a very important training instrument requiring great skill on the part of
the tutor in guiding the group. It would be better to define a macro-subject
before involving firms and then solicit their actual needs regarding this area
during the induction and expression phase.

Whilst the experience was positive on the whole, the differences in the roles
and skills of the participants did not permit full investigation of the study
area.

The learning network succeeded in identifying the elements of innovation in
the management of service and the selection of suppliers – organisation area

The network enabled the identification of innovation that could be intro-
duced in the management of in-house meetings and offered points for reflec-
tion on the study of inter-personal dynamics – management and development
area r.u.

The learning network set up within the course with Swedish firms enabled
the identification of elements of innovation to be brought to the production
line of participants’ firms – production area

The network was an opportunity for personal development
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The Study Case was positively assessed as a support method for the Study
Circle.

The new European Consortium could be an observatory for the new needs of
firms and, at the same time, offer responses by organising new Study Circles
between firms from the same sector.

The new demand for training arising is specific and regards the role played
by each person within their firm.

Study Circles on safety in the workplace, especially for welders, were pro-
posed.
The Strengths of the experiment:
• trans-nationality,
• active benchmarking between participants,
• flexibility,
• the network,
• the results achieved,
• the Study Circle.

Matters for improvement arising from the experience
• Involve the firms’ trade associations,
• Involve more firms,
• Involve firms on the basis of a macro-theme identified in advance.

2.3. The Nautical Industry Study Circle

a. Start up of the Study Circle
The nautical industry circle commenced during the study trip to

Sweden The participants of the initiative were immediately able to
make comparisons with the situation in Swedish nautical firms. Once
the group had been formed, during the first session of the circle the
participants first exchanged views on their experience in Sweden and
later concentrated on the strengths and weaknesses of the SWOT
analysis they carried out during the trip The difference in size and
products of the nautical firms visited in Sweden prevented partici-
pants from firms in the Marche from identifying possible elements for
innovation transfer. But the general observation of the group, emerg-
ing from the very first meeting, was that Study Circle as a training
model was an innovative training instrument for use in human re-
sources development in their own firms. The activation and stimula-
tion of benchmarking brought out potential elements of innovation
for further study as part of the training, such as:
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1. The identification of new organisational development models,
based on other economic sectors such as the car industry, to be de-
ployed in participants’ firms.

2. The identification of new models for developing and certifying hu-
man resources skills.

3. Supply chain management in the Nautical industry.
4. Models of company re-organisation.
5. Composite materials.
6. Development of policies for safety in the workplace.

These are some of the concerns emerging from the benchmarking
between participants on possible innovation to be implemented.
Once the decision as to the main subject to be studied as part of the
Study Circle had been made, the feasible plan for the project could
be put together.

b. The Feasible Plan
The personal and professional concerns shared by participants of

the network, as well as the means by which each person was able to
express them, were a measure of the keenness to participate in this
training experience.

The areas of concern which the group wished to tackle within the
circle required more time than was available for the project. There-
fore, with the support of the tutor and coach, the participants man-
aged to trace out a sustainable course capable of satisfying their
needs. From the results of analysis and mediation, the knowledge
needs of the group on which the aim of the Study Circle should con-
verge became clear. The theme selected for the project concerned
the techniques, analysis and characterisation of composite materials,
especially:
• resins, styrenes and emissions;
• the structure of resins, the containment of emissions and foams;
• investigation into alternative technologies, Resin Transfer Mould-

ing and Reaction Injection Moulding;
• adhesives, products, use, design and preparation of moulds.

The group decided to make use of the help of the expert, who
handled each subject on the basis of the requests of the group, estab-
lishing the topic for the following session after each meeting.

Monitoring during the various phases of the completion of the
project was designed to be a sequence of actions accompanying every
activity of the training by means of the practical acquisition of ele-
ments for the resolution of problems.
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c. Assessment
The assessment within the Study Circle was made by means of par-

ticipated and self assessment in order to check the compounding of
the results and the satisfaction of the experience shared within the
group. An interview was carried out with each participant of the
Study Circle.

Fig. 3. Assessment of the Nautical Industry Study Circle.

The circle was useful because it enabled further acquisition of vital know-
how: composite materials.

New demands and needs emerged from the course.

The exchange of experience and knowledge within the network was very
positive.

The learning network stimulated several potential elements of innovation for
introduction to the firms; moulding techniques – production area.

The activity of the circle developed know-how and encouraged reflection on
potential elements of innovation for production with impact on the market-
ing area.

The trip to the Swedish firms demonstrated the potential for a product (ap-
plicator machinery).

The network enabled the identification of elements of innovation in adhe-
sives, to be introduced into production
The Study Circle investigated the potential of the following innovation:
• adhesives and foams,
• moulding techniques,
• product – applicator.

Applying innovation to production processes takes time and a new business
model, in which the production process can be re-conceived, is needed.

Participants expressed the intention to deploy the innovation identified as
part of this Study Circle; foams and adhesives.

The methodologies used were appropriate to the aims, the benchmarking
process and the contribution of the expert were positively assessed.

Participants want to complete a system of networking between firms.

Greater participation by firms in a future European Consortium is to be
hoped for.
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The European Consortium could have the function of promoting projects of
common interest with practical and immediate impact.

In the future the EDA EDU platform could have the function of supplying
expert on-line advice in response to firms.

The consortium could have the function, by means of successful planning, of
developing research and the growth of firms in the nautical industry.

The Study Circle was seen as a potential training instrument for deployment
within participants’ firms.

Inter-company Study Circles could concern transversal areas of interest, such
as safety in the workplace, environment etc.

The new demand for training arising is oriented towards:
• further learning about products and materials used in production processes,
• new organisation models,
• re-interpretation of production models.

The Strengths of the experiment:
• the Study Circle as a training model,
• active benchmarking between participants,
• the opportunity for participants to play an active role in deciding the con-

tent of the course.

Matters for improvement:
• involve the districts of the territory,
• involve the firms’ trade associations,
• spread the initiative and involve greater numbers of firms.
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CHAPTER IV

THE ROLE OF EXPERTS AND TUTORS

Ekkehard Nuissl von Rein

1. Principles

Study Circles are mainly social groups characterised by the fact that
all participants have the same role. The democratic structure of Study
Circles is based more on dialogue and freedom of communication be-
tween the participants and less on the contribution of public official
speeches, external experts or formal presentations. The Study Circles
content is based on sharing the differences between experiences,
knowledge, interests of all the group participants, who are free to de-
cide on which aspect they want to concentrate on and in which direc-
tion they want to lead the discussion to1.

These inspiring principles of Study Circles have an impact on the
participants’ roles definition and interaction. By defining their roles
the participants of a group take over more and more special tasks (like
systematically collecting information or monitoring the preparing of
the next meeting). By spontaneously taking over such tasks the partici-
pants embody fixed-term roles that they play with the support of the
rest of the group. The experience or the tasks are then rooted in the
Study Circle process. Interaction follows the same philosophy: interac-
tion is here mainly related to the principle of “being equal in a circle of
equals”, i.e. a non hierarchical interaction. Indeed in some single cases
the accepted partition of tasks inside a group can possibly cause a par-
ticipant to be too overloaded with interaction – like in holding a
speech or in organising and implementing (facilitating) a meeting.

In principle the change of roles and tasks according to interaction
is structurally prearranged, for this reason single roles are always
fixed-termed. Indeed in some particular Study Circle variants the
roles are separately defined, as the one of the “primus inter pares”, of
tutors or of external experts as in the case of the Study Circle of the
EDA EDU project.
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2. Special Roles

In the EDA EDU project there were mainly two special roles
which developed inside the Study Circle: the one of the “Tutor” and
the one of the “Expert”.

According to this model the tutor has fundamentally the tasks that
in other Study Circles is provided to the “primus inter pares”. The tu-
tor must start the discussion and where necessary, moderate it. He
must support the participants’ learning process and motivate them to
take active part to the Study Circle and to work independently outside
its framework. During his job inside the Study Circle the tutor must
recognise the participants’ needs and provide support to other experts
for setting up an helping method when required by the participants’
interaction. In the special case of the EDA EDU project the tutors
were the ones who had to stimulate and manage a virtual Study Circle
and that provided special help by looking for the needed technical
support to set up videoconferences etc. and that had naturally – since
the cooperation was between Italy and Sweden – to speak English.

Talking about the tutors’ tasks they had to be logically able to show
competences in the framework of social interaction with the partici-
pants, to be flexible and team oriented, to show ability in negotiation
and in the networks and team-building processes, and finally to listen
and take care of the participants’ needs. Tutors had to be able to man-
age different methods of interaction, needs and feed-backs analysis,
group dynamics and motivation and finally they had to be able to
manage and create binding schedules. Also the management of as-
pects of problems evaluation and definition strategies is part of the
tutors’ list of competences.

During this project the tutors were trained according to their tasks
and were also told how to take care of project specific responsibilities
like workflow reporting and monitoring, which was part of the tutors’
job inside EDA EDU.

The experts that were trained to cooperate in Study Circles had
the task of presenting short learning sessions, to provide specific solu-
tions for companies innovation needs and also to know about the sta-
tus of discussions at European level. Indeed also the experts had to
speak at least English (together with Italian) and to have a satisfactory
ICT knowledge.

According to their commitment in the Study Circle the experts’
competences were the same as the ones of the tutors: problems dis-
covery and solving, self-evaluation, negotiation, social interaction and
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also competences on the technical field of study matters, which was
the project aim.

At the basis of the implementation of special roles as the ones of
tutors and of the (external) experts in the Study Circle there is the ac-
ceptance of such special roles (not time-related and almost “condi-
tioned”) by the participants. Special roles must be presented already
from the beginning and in key phases of the learning process and
have to be explicitly accepted by all members. This process of accept-
ance took explicitly place in three Study Circles at the beginning and
was implicitly accepted during the learning process. Language skills
plaid also an important role for the study visits in Sweden. In this case
the most important tasks of information orientation and exchange
were part of the experts’ and tutors’ job.

3. Reciprocal Expertise

3.1. Tutors vs. Participants

From the process flow analysis point of view we can see the gener-
al tasks partition and assignment between tutors on one side and par-
ticipants on the other side during the Study Circle meetings:

Tutors: Tutors are responsible for:
• moderating the general communication process during Study Cir-

cle meetings,
• suggesting and monitoring interaction rules,
• leading interaction through questions, summaries and stimulation,
• motivating participants in order to create an interactive dialogue,
• stimulating participants on the available subjects,
• binding single parts of the discussion to the rest of the programme,
• working on perspectives coming from the implementation and

transfer of the learned knowledge.

Participants: During the meetings the participants are particularly re-
sponsible for

• interacting between each other on the Study Circle interests and
aims,

• enhancing their personal and the other participants’ learning
process,

• self-evaluating their learning processes,
• asking questions and evaluating answers,
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• providing for a concrete link of the learning matter to the own ex-
perience and work environment,

• building perspectives that result from the learning process in order
to implement and transfer innovation.

This general partition of tasks in Study Circles between tutors and
participants is always to be concretely identified in the meeting proto-
cols. So more or less during the first meeting of the “Meccanica”
learning circle, the tutor had to explain which were the interaction
rules, he had to clarify questions and doubts, provide support for de-
cision making processes and put order in the discussion aims. At the
same time the participants had to explain their interest according to
the learning process in the Study Circle and they had to elaborate
concrete issues that they wanted to discuss according to their working
environment and company life experiences. In this context they could
also formulate their interest for their period of study in Sweden. In
the case of the Study Circle “Tourismus” the tutor had the special
role of formulating the core questions and providing a systematic
structure to the tasks and results of the period of study in Sweden.

The tutors and the participants have the same responsibilities ac-
cording to the perspectives related to the learning matter. In this case
the relationships inside the Study Circle have a complementary value:
the tutors and the participants formulate in the same way the wish of
new tasks implementation in their companies, but they have different
positions for the possible out-coming issues. In this case the partici-
pants are most of all the ones underlining the possible issues, the tu-
tors instead are the ones that indicate a possible problem solving
strategy and in this sense they take a part of the role that should be
devoted to the experts.

3.2. Experts vs. Participants

From the protocols analysis and according to the different expert-
ise or tasks partition we can outline the following differences between
experts and participants:

Experts: The experts are mainly responsible for
• providing a deep and up-to-date knowledge of the study matter

(ex. chemical processes etc.),
• embedding the study matter in a broader discussion framework

(such as safety at work),
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• embedding the study matter in the European and international
context,

• evaluating the study matter relevance in the actual Study Circle
learning process,

• evaluating and putting order in the participants’ knowledge and
interests,

• adapting the learning matter to the participants’ situation and also
• providing the possibility and evaluating the hindrances of transfer-

ring the learned material.

Participants: Compared to the experts the participants are responsible
for

• providing their knowledge about their working and company envi-
ronment,

• providing their knowledge of the tasks and needs at a work place,
• formulating their questions and their interests according to the ex-

perts’ knowledge,
• examining the experts’ proposals and questions according to their

personal working environment,
• examining the possibilities of transferring the learned expertise in

their personal working environment.

In the learning process of Study Circles we can see this general
partition of tasks according to the different importance of the tasks
themselves. It was in any case vital that the experts were involved in
the discussion at a point in which the Study Circle was already estab-
lished from the social and the content point of view and when its core
interests and learning matters had already been selected. According
to this fact the possibilities of an active dialogue in the Study Circle
between the participants and the experts about their knowledge im-
proved. In this way the general partition of tasks could take place
most of all also in the interactive phases between participants and ex-
perts. And also the questions of the participants and experts were al-
ways lead from their interest of analysing the concrete way to use the
leaning matters (that were provided in small learning units) according
to each personal situation. In any case experts could (because they
had been previously trained to this role) provide information and an-
swers together with the participants, on the issue of transferring gen-
eral information into concrete life. The division between “theory”
(experts) and “practice” (participants) that generally is part of the
learning process in many ways was not to be seen in Study Circles.
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This is valid also for the situation in which (and this is a new interest-
ing fact) the experts were virtually linked to the Study Circle.

The general responsibility for the transfer of the learning matter in
this situation was achieved in the same way as between tutors and par-
ticipants: the participants explained their interest for a particular imple-
mentation process but also their concerns according to possible issues
related to it, while experts gave their advice for a solution that came
from other external contexts and that could be treated as experience.

4. Best practices

From the here available documentation the possibility to create
complex best-practices models is not here to be stated, since there is
too less material and the variations between single actions, objects,
processes and relationships are not so systematically structured. Actu-
ally we are talking about Study Circles that were created on the basis
of a well structured and prepared process, but that were more made
to experiment first a particular field of study and then a model of
study.

As best-practices we have here some single elements, that could be
positively evaluated in the single Study Circles contexts. These ele-
ments according to tutors and experts are mainly the followings:
• The role of the tutors and experts during the study visits abroad

was very important, since they did not only provide contacts and
knowledge, but also the needed communication tools (language).
Their employment in the Study Circles was then evaluated as posi-
tive, since the participants had to prepare these study visits with
the tutors and experts according to the asked questions and related
matters. And this was a encouraging experience. By preparing the
study visits the different expertise of participants, tutors and ex-
perts were taken into account in the same way, and also the single
interests and points of view could be linked together and correctly
analysed.

• The training made by tutors and experts according to the activity
specifications in the Study Circles was very useful most of all for
the interaction and the participation of the members to discussions
and decisions of the circle itself. The reciprocal respect, that is
recognisable among the participants inside the Study Circle meet-
ings, is based actually on the awareness and on the training of tu-
tors and experts.
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• The inputs of the tutors (ex. interaction rules) and experts (ques-
tions on materials) are actually effective and compliant, if they are
concise, if they relate to the actual learning cycle process inside the
Study Circle and if they relate to the participants’ interests and try
to respond to them providing a structural help. Most of all it is
very positive, when short activities take place within the learning
process.

• The commitment of external experts is mostly interesting to create
a “lively information pool” in the Study Circle. In that way the ex-
pert can provide detailed information, when the participants ask
precise questions demanding precise responses. The experts’ activ-
ity is then particularly profitable, if their participation to the Study
Circle is intensively and structurally prepared.

• The interaction phases between participants and experts are then
particularly profitable if they are structured as a real exchange: not
only the participants ask questions to the experts, but also experts
ask questions to participants. The participants are provided with
answers to their questions where the required information is given,
but also through the experts’ questioning the participants are pro-
vided with structural and orientation help and also some detail
about situations that they were not really familiar with. Such an ex-
change between experts and participants can and must be accu-
rately moderated by tutors.

• The study visits auditing – in the same way as their preparing –
must involve participants, tutors and experts. In this sense the
group evaluation and explanation of commonly created charts is
important too. A too rapid passage from the study visits results
evaluation to a problem solving strategy erases often the transfer
related possibilities and issues that can be set out with an analysis.

• Talking about a democratic and participated Study Circle, the cre-
ation of roles like the ones of “tutor” and “expert” demands also
prudence. Acceptance and auditing of acceptance during the
Study Circle process are basic tasks that should be put into prac-
tice. Other two key factors are flexibility and readiness not only to
enhance transparency in roles sharing, but also to implement
change according to the Study Circle process.

5. Experts in Study Circles

“Experts” are skilled people specialised in the different fields
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which the Study Circle deals with and which learning processes are
based on. Experts are generally engineers, graduated in economics
and commercial studies, technicians, marketing or computer special-
ists. The participation of experts in Study Circles provides many dif-
ferent interfaces that may create conflicts with the principles and
goals of the Study Circle work. The interfaces are mainly:

5.1. Theoretical knowledge

Experts are defined as experts because of their expertise in a par-
ticular field. Indeed the identification of this expertise is in the theo-
retical knowledge of general rules, objects and processes related to
the learning matter. In the Study Circle of a specific project the object
was theoretical knowledge about “marine engineering” (shipbuild-
ing!), mechanics and marketing. In the best cases the experts had
learned this theoretical knowledge during their working life or ac-
cording to their concrete experience. This depends indeed from the
education background of each expert. Indeed in many cases (most of
all according to academic expertise) general knowledge had been also
learned in theory, in the best cases with the support of a traineeship.

This kind of expertise can affect the Study Circle with the follow-
ing issues:

First of all people will ask themselves, if this theoretical knowledge
really fits into reality. Most of all in the Study Circle “Nautica” (ma-
rine engineering) these structural problems of “fitting” were particu-
larly critical.

Secondly theoretical knowledge is actually general and for this rea-
son not automatically oriented to the concrete experience, problems
and interests of the Study Circle participants. In some cases we had
problems of mediation of these two plans of reality: a practical ques-
tion cannot be sometimes answered by theoretical knowledge only.

The third issue is that theoretical knowledge sets on the object of
discussion (ex. marketing) but not on the working context which this
object is part of, in which responsibilities, procedures, employment,
decision making processes and resources are involved in the same
way. Without such an awareness of the context expertise cannot al-
ways provide an answer to reality.

5.2. Knowledge transfer

The knowledge of experts must be transferred in the Study Circle
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framework: to its practical study aim and to the people involved in
the discussion (the last one is part of the didactical process, see point
5.3). This knowledge transfer sets on structuring expertise and on fo-
cussing it on the Study Circle object. In this way expertise can be
concretely part of this general knowledge framework on the one hand
and on the other hand it can be concretely discussed in order to pro-
vide solutions to problems.

This knowledge transfer is an expert related matter and task. An
expert must recognise the concrete situation of the objects of discus-
sion in the Study Circle, understand them and then redirect his gener-
al knowledge structure according to them. In this sense the expert has
to be analytical and competent in redirecting his thoughts according
to the study matter. He must create this process of thoughts restruc-
turing in such a transparent and easy way to make it profitable for the
participants.

On the other hand also the Study Circle participants have the duty
to be very precise in recalling circumstances so that the general
knowledge of experts can better relate to them.

In this win-win process of knowledge transfer we need a Study
Circle in which both sides (experts and participants) can regularly in-
teract according to their personal expertise (the general one for the
experts and the concrete one for the participants). Both sides must
ask professionally precise and specific questions and listen carefully
to answers in order to integrate them in their cultural background.
For the Study Circle participants this win-win process of knowledge
transfer is in a way easier: in fact they can be better judges of the
practical applicability and proximity to reality of the discussion ob-
jects since their knowledge is more reality based and oriented. Actual-
ly the orientation, clarification and structural competence of experts
are not always related to the concrete needs of working life. At the
end experts are also the ones committed to provide a good transfer of
knowledge by providing an object-structured transfer of information
that must be profitable to both sides.

5.3. Didactical Behaviour

A great part of the experts’ activities in the Study Circles are car-
ried out to share a general, orientative and broader knowledge as
much as actual knowledge. This process of cultural background shar-
ing in a specific social context is a concrete didactical activity that has
to follow precise rules. The most important rules are the ones con-
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cerning the study matter shrinkage and reconstruction for pedagogi-
cal purposes according to the interaction process. This study matter
shrinkage and reconstruction process is not actually related to the
structure of the study matter itself, but to the Study Circle actual par-
ticipants: to their interests, priorities, previous experiences and to
their way of communicating. In Study Circles these assumptions play
a crucial role: in fact participants are not only recipients of know-
ledge, but they are actively involved in communication and learning
processes, according to the principle of equality. The prerequisite of
the experts’ knowledge sharing in Study Circles is for this reason re-
lated to the didactic rules awareness and practise.

5.4. Social Behaviour

Experts are “foreign bodies” most of all in Study Circles: they are
brought into discussion at a particular stage of the debate, where they
are invited and asked for their advice according to their skills. This is
dangerous not only since it puts in place a hierarchical interaction
(which is contrary to the Study Circle principle) but also since it can
enhance an incorrect social behaviour in the group. This danger be-
comes greater, as far as the group dynamics of the Study Circle
progress, i.e. if the expert is introduced in an advanced stage of dis-
cussion. Hierarchical communication and social strangeness are dy-
namical elements that can hinder the acceptance of experts and most
of all the one of their knowledge in Study Circles. Experts must for
this reason be trained on the correct social behaviour and thought
patterns.

5.5. Problems-solving strategies

The here introduced four problematic interfaces that relate to the
experts’ employment in Study Circles have three possible solutions
that were used also in the EDA EDU project in different extents:
• Experts that have to be employed in Study Circles should undergo

special training, be provided with information and have also per-
sonal training sessions. The advantage of this solution is to prepare
experts in a much focused way for participating to a very precise
Study Circle and to a determined situation that they will need to
face. The disadvantage is that in this case we risk spending a lot of
time and resources and this is not generally feasible in autonomous
Study Circles.
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• The employment of experts in Study Circles should be comple-
mentary to the definition of other roles, as in the cooperation with
tutors in the EDA EDU project. In this case tutors have to carry
out all tasks with didactical, social and interactive aims, while ex-
perts can concentrate themselves on their specific roles of special-
ists. The advantage is that we don’t spent too much time and re-
sources for experts and their intervention can be well structured as
well, but the disadvantage is that we have to spend more time and
resources for extra tutors (that also have to be professional and
competent) for the Study Circle.

• The third strategy for the experts’ employment is to create the
Study Circle directly in the working environment so that the ex-
perts can relate directly with the situations, procedures and issues
of a working place reality. In these circumstances the Study Circle
can take advantage of many interactive elements while working to-
gether. The advantage is a direct and less theoretical exchange of
concrete vs. abstract knowledge, but the disadvantage is that the
concrete side of problems could be predominant, furthermore job
positions of Study Circle members are often different.
An additional possible solution for the employment of experts in

interactive and communicative learning and teaching oriented
processes could be to embed the here above underlined elements in
their regular education and training method; or (on the other hand
and very generally speaking) to develop possibilities of lifelong learn-
ing for experts. This could indeed put in place a consequent, most of
all also regionally-driven general strategy about actors that in many
cases have no prospects of further development.
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CHAPTER V

THE STUDY CIRCLE TUTOR:
A TRAINING PROFESSIONAL

Vanna Boffo

1. Study Circle and Training Process

The training model of the Study Circle has as much the privilege
of being relatively new to Italy as being extremely interesting and ef-
fective in producing results in the local situations of the regions
where it has been supported and used, thanks also to the commit-
ment of provincial and regional policies for education and training1.
Much has been written about this innovative model of permanent ed-
ucation, an instrument for spreading knowledge and learning as well
as being a vehicle for supporting and experimenting inter-personal re-
lationships2. Since earliest records dating back to the beginning of the
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20th century, with the first circle certified by Oscar Olsson, also
known as the “father of the Study Circle”, founded in 1902 by the
Order of the Templars, this method of approach was proven as a
means of distributing innovation and creativity in knowledge and re-
lationships. The main rules, on which its success is based, were dictated
at that time and during the 20th century the Study Circle spread
throughout regions of Europe, mainly in Scandinavia.

The Study Circle offers a pedagogical model for learning; from one
point of view, the growth in formal and informal knowledge and all
the knowledge that an individual is capable of receiving over a life-
time, but from the other, the Study Circle represents a place of train-
ing par excellence, where training is inspired by the model of Bildung3.

The training process, by which a human being continues to nurture
himself and find renewed form, is built by means of the knowledge and
learning acquired, but which is also re-elaborated and transformed,
throughout life. Furthermore, every individual acquires knowledge
and learning in institutional places and in this sense the school repre-
sents the first place of formal transmission. However, as an adult,
training for day-to-day working life, given in the environment of the
workplace and regardless of whether the job is mental, manual or
bureaucratic, takes on special value. It is in the workplace that the
human being is formed, trained by means of the learning of knowledge
that is consolidated, initially from the cultural, community and social
dimension and from the ever deeper understanding that the greater
dimension of the self is capable of giving of itself for the purpose of
exchange, dialogue and sharing.

As Paolo Federighi4 points out, knowledge is produced, developed
and translated into experience by means of networks of exchange of
learning. Exchange networks are built with a high degree of traffic of
resources, ideas and knowledge which permit the circulation of learn-
ing in a horizontal and relationship sense. The individual finds
him/herself both at the centre and at the periphery of reticular con-
nections that are sometimes weak and sometimes strong, depending
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on the relationship context activated, but always circular and dialogi-
cal. By means of the reticular model5, communication becomes a cen-
tral element for the spreading of ideas and, at the same time, for the
contemporaneous awakening of needs and motivation. The network,
which can be digital, and therefore on-line, or real, and therefore face
to face, itself evokes not only the possibility of learning contamination
but also the communicative relationship nature at the foundation of
the possibility to exchange knowledge, move new ideas, create inno-
vation, exactly, by community contamination which occurs through
links, either weak or strong, between minds, people, experiences and
action. At the basis of the network concept, which Castells elected as
the model of knowledge transmission in the digital age, there is train-
ing communication which begins to be developed by the sharing of
grammar, or language, texts, or content, links, or relationships6.

Learning networks are activated not only in formal situations, such
as school institutions and in non-formal contexts, such as associations
but also, and above all, in the informal situations of daily life. Also in
the workplace which, in adult life, represents a substantial part of
each individual’s daily experience. In working situations, professional
people reproduce their previously acquired knowledge, translating it
into knowledge to be shared, transforming this learning into innova-
tive know-how and allowing this innovation to consolidate for a dual
purpose; mental and technical-practical.

Even in the workplace, knowledge and learning migrate from per-
son to person by means of exchange networks which, in this case and
due to lower emotional impact, are weaker compared to domestic or
scholastic networks, despite a high degree of motivation. The net-
work supports itself by means of exchange between the interior and
the exterior, between authorities/firms and people, between external
firms and communities of internal matters. The workplace becomes a
centre of knowledge production which trains the individual in a pro-
gressive, circular, dialogic and communicative movement.

The network represents the loop of knowledge that, as Morin in-
dicated, is created between society, the individual and culture7.
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Knowledge and learning, however, as Morin states, are stimulated by
means of an awareness which education and training alone can bring
out in man. The relationship of the first Morin loop, the first cognitive
network we could say, is the one which is created between the brain,
the mind and culture. In this sense, man only becomes a human being
when part of civilisation. The relationship between mankind and cul-
ture is the primary axis for the formation of human beings and the ac-
cess to humanity by mankind, The second loop, a second network we
might say, the one which comes into being between reason-emotion-
impulse is another axis and illustrates the importance of emotions
whilst learning and, again, they tell us, of humanity connoted by feel-
ing human. The third loop, the third network, previously mentioned,
enables man to prepare himself for receiving learning, knowledge, in-
novation and creativity from the social environment. Morin’s model
of the relationship between learning and humanity, between knowledge
and relationships, between complexity and individuality shows us the
reticular structure of living and the formation of the self, or growth
and education of the self. The complexity of learning is moved be-
tween networks not only of knowledge but also of relationships. One
could also call these networks of rules and networks of communica-
tion, which, neither ever being detached from the other and accord-
ing to personal inclination, orient the person towards or away from
learning, or rather knowledge, and lays down the communicative in-
terlacement. As Morin highlights, knowledge for the construction and
future innovation of know-how, whilst strongly connected to regula-
tions and learning, is gained through self-knowledge and knowledge
of others and of the world.

Networks are loops linked to other loops: relation, communication
and relationship guide knowledge and learning. The complexity in
which we are already immersed as individuals belongs to the world of
mankind and invites us, by means of the dialogical-conversational, the
communicative therefore, to know how, guiding us to the birth of
thoughts and not only of the single thought. Beyond thoughts, ways of
thinking, the different uses of thought, lies the possibility of other
possible worlds8: this very possibility is identifiable with the innova-
tion created by different perspectives, from taking a different point of
view, from the existence of a difference, as Gregory Bateson would
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have said. These are all forms of diversity which logically construct al-
ternatives, understood as innovative and creative thought. The birth
of these forms of action and vital, new and creative experience hap-
pens, therefore, by means of the dialogical circularity put into play by
communication/conversation between information, knowledge and
learning.

The Study Circle responds with surprising efficacy to this reticular
model, of which it is the very incarnation and promoter. The Study
Circle appropriates the concept of intentionality, an intrinsic feature
of the training process, for itself and makes it the central and orient-
ing vector of study. It is this intentionality that prepares trainees for
the mutual exchange of knowledge. The intentional dimension directs
the training process towards the construction of new learning, to-
wards the development of new networks, towards the interpretation
of the training even in situations varying greatly from the building of
vital learning.

The Study Circle represents the space of the pedagogical meeting
between creativity, learning and innovation because of and during the
training communication which activates self-training, self-learning,
cognitive flexibility, behavioural mutual aid, sharing and relationship
building. The Study Circle proposes a pedagogical/training model
where the process of creativity and of reflexivity are the key to access
freedom of thought, free personal training action and self-training.
The mutual exchange of learning and knowledge activated with the
free circulation of ideas and with the use of the word “circle” acts on
the individual’s awareness of his own ability to improve his learning
capacity as well as his own cognitive and organisational capacities.
Communication and conversation are the flywheels of circulation,
they are the means of fruition of the dialogue which, during the ex-
change, creates new meanings and builds innovation to transform
minds, awareness and behaviour. A dialogue which creates the free-
dom to think and free thought.

2. The Tutor as a Training Professional

The training model sustained by the Study Circle finds its paradig-
matic axis in the existence of individuals who fuel, by conversing, re-
ciprocal education. Amongst those participating in the Circle in re-
sponse to their own needs for training, a personal quest for answers,
self help, learning and knowledge that travel by means of the use of
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the many communicative languages available to mankind, is placed
the figure of the educational professional often known as the tutor, or
facilitator. Rogers gave us a thorough treatment of the figure and role
of the facilitator examined in his famous text On encounter groups of
19709. Here, the author defined not only a series of know-how and
skills but also the function of the tutor in facilitating work or study
groups and meetings.

On the one hand, as Rogers underlines, awareness of the role of
the group in stressing the need for the meeting by participants is im-
portant, so too is awareness that the tutor and the participants will be
able to gain of the dynamics of the group which, in any training situa-
tion, formal or informal, direct and condition the life of a work
group. On the other, however, the specific awareness the tutor has of
him/herself, as well as cultural knowledge, thorough knowledge of
the theme of the Study Circle and organisational skills which affect
not only the wellbeing of the system but also enable the learning
needs of the circle participants to be foreseen are equally important.
We could say that the training professionalism of the tutor stands out,
when compared with other rising educational/training professionals
for his/her «multiplicity and inter-disciplinary nature»10, as well as
his/her reflexivity11.

What does inscribing the professionalism of the tutor within the
educational professions mean? How should we redefine the tutor of
Study Circles? By recalling the specific qualities of the tutor working
in company situations, where the specific qualities of the study matter
is a determining key of the know how/skills to be acquired?

Firstly, the multiple and inter-disciplinary nature. The tutor’s
knowledge is multiple and is transformed into skills when the tutor
uses it and works it into a practical activity carried out with the par-
ticipants of the Study Circle. This knowledge can be defined as fol-
lows: «1. cultural and psycho-pedagogical skills; 2. technical-profes-
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sional skills; 3. methodological skills [...]; 4. relationship skills; 5. “re-
flexive” skills»12.

The tutor has a delicate and strategic role within the Study Circle
and it is right that the professionalism of this innovative figure, sup-
porting the training process of the people he/she is accompanying, be
elevated to the rank it deserves. Currently, however, no professional
statute exists to determine the high educational professionalism of the
tutor, often merely considered a guide, a good organiser but certainly
not a training planner, a figure needing a packet of relationship skills
that aren’t even that sophisticated and which might normally de-
scribed as just natural or “maternal”. Educational professionalism,
however, requires knowledge and skills that can be acquired in the
field after a refined and culturally suitable training course. If the tutor
is considered, even in professional papers, as an inter pares, we need
to understand the concept of “one amongst equals”. In fact, whilst on
the one hand, the tutor shares the training of the participants by sens-
ing their needs and directing their training requirements, he/she has a
better vision than the participants for leading dialogue and conversa-
tion, can orient work choices, is able to summarise decisions and the
aims achieved by the group because he/she has the cultural, training,
intellectual and relationship skills which allow him/her to have an
overall view beyond the immediate circumstances. We can state that
he/she is able to sense and govern the future by virtue of in depth
knowledge of the projects, processes, actions and experience. The
fundamental capacity called into play is that of reflexivity, as Donald
Schõn illustrates so well in his texts of 1983 and 1987. Reflexivity, in
some ways, saves all the other skills, gathering them together, coordi-
nating and orienting them.

Cultural knowledge regards the in-depth knowledge of the mecha-
nisms for developing a training process by means of a methodology
which is innovative and generally developed, even at European level.
In addition to this, a good grounding in the main psycho-pedagogical
notions for leading groups and acquiring socio-relationship skills is
necessary. Psycho-pedagogical knowledge provides the tutor with the
awareness of being able to find the right answers in the right places.

Technical-professional knowledge concerns the specific field of in-
terest for which the participants attend the circle. In this way, Study
Circles in the firm need the tutor to know or be trained in the busi-
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ness where the Circle is to be held. Certainly, the tutor must have
“disciplinary” knowledge regarding business and enterprise. Know-
ledge of the industries from which the participants come, awareness of
the production processes as well as the main mechanisms for making
the products and of management of the firms mechanisms; the tutor
needs to have knowledge of systems of company production and mar-
kets in order to respond better to the needs of trainees.

Methodological skills can be likened to organisational skills. They
are important and can determine the success of the Circle. The
method is the road for the construction of the training process. In this
sector, planning knowledge, which is not just applied to the planning
phase but also to the day to day re-planning of the activities of the
Circle, is also a requisite. The whole planning phase for the work of
the Circle requires all these skills, as do the production and request
for documentary material.

Relationship and communication have always been “par excel-
lence” skills. The ability to “listen” and “hear”, watch and observe
and at the same time plumb the darkness of one’s own unconscious-
ness. The next paragraph is dedicated to the intersubjective learning
shaping the human being each is called to be.

Lastly the reflexive knowledge that re-arranges and governs all the
other skills. Reflexivity is the ability to observe metacognitively. But in
this sense, perhaps, it would be more correct to talk of metacognition
and metacognitive ability of the person: these are forms of «practical
and emancipative rationality [...] that allow the realisation of action
which is not so much and not only effective, but which is founded on a
real awareness of the assumptions (cultural, personal, social, political)
from which such actions derive, [...]»13. Therefore, at the basis of this
professionalism «there are, yes, skills, and scientific knowledge – close-
ly knotted together – there are also abilities, capacities to know how
and intervene, characterised by an articulated sheaf of specific tech-
niques, both, however coordinated by behaviour (mental, cognitive,
above all) based on reflexivity, aimed at globally and critically reading
the process entered and/or started. Between knowledge, ability and re-
flexivity runs a rapport of distinction and integration together»14.

Reflexivity is needed when re-thinking action during the course,
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for steering the operari. Reflexivity «assigns a curvature to training
knowledge»15, turning back on itself and controlling but, at the same
time, stimulating and directing the entire training process. Reflexivity
affects the training process like a scalpel, a current or a wave16.
Whilst directing it, the function of the current drags and carries the
training process to where it wants to be. Likewise, the training
process is observed and investigated by dissection and decomposition
of the knowledge. Reflexivity influences, in general, the deed of edu-
cating and, in particular, the singularity of the case for analysis. This
does not mean influence in technical terms or, worse still, following a
printed form; it is a continuous, constant action that must be repeat-
edly subjected to examination and interpretation. As a tutor in the
classroom or a tutor of work groups, a member of training staff in the
field of adult education or educator in the many services accompany-
ing the individual throughout a life-time, the job of working on man
and with man, as educational professionals are called to do, requires a
high degree of flexibility and a high capacity to interpret situations
and experience, in a field where a continuous and constant process of
innovation of action, instruments and models must be stimulated.

«Years ago, Schön drew attention to the “reflexive professional” as
a new need in the employment market of that time, in which each
professional should become flexible (= capable of innovation) and for
which he/she should also refine his/her profile (for many, including
knowledge and the know-how that implies). The more so in those
professions whose subject matter is changeable, procedural and au-
tonomous; and so much more so for those where this individual is re-
ceived as it is being made, during the process which makes it a specif-
ic subject (= subject-person)»17.

3. Capability: from the Knowledge to the Capacity of the Tutor

The Study Circle tutor must not only possess clear, strong know-
ledge of certain key areas of the organisational, relational and method-
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ological management of human resources but must also be able to con-
vert theory into skills and technical and practical abilities: know-how.
Knowledge and skills must become capabilities. What are capabilities?
According to Martha Nussbaum’s capability approach18, each person is
an individual and bearer of capabilities and functions in a ever-active
reciprocity with the next person; the author and character/interpreter
of his/her own life, not guided by principles, rights or worse still by
governors or laws imposing canons of justice. The human being is such
when free to fulfil the capacity to live, experience feelings, feel equal
and be aware of his/her own emotions and suffering.

Know how, as a right to the perception of viable possibilities, be-
comes the characteristic of human recognition. In this sense, the tutor
is not a technician who must simply acquire certain skills, he/she
must be capable of recognising the educational professionalism by
which he/she is distinguished and, since education also implies train-
ing, this leads to an awareness of the form man must take, on one
side, and give, on the other, in educational work. The tutor of equal
standing with the people whom he/she finds him/herself interacting
in the Circle, will build his/her own forma mentis, and that of the oth-
ers, for the purpose of coordination, facilitation and stimulation19.
This forma mentis will be the telos of research carried out during the
course of the training within the Circle. The capacity to comprehend,
that is to say be able to understand the “comprehension of the other
person”, implies a constant and «continuous reflection on one’s own
operari»20. Comprehension is always in situe and entails knowing how
to look around and be able to lower oneself into the training situation
that is being created. It involves learning to pay attention to details,
glances and behaviour in order to bend appropriately the action to be
completed. Consideration for others is a capability which finds ex-
pression in the work place through care for detail and foreseeing
problems by reading the mind of others through the exercise of inten-
tionality. Paying attention means being able to draw remedies to pro-
pose or conflicts to appease from the detailed reading of behaviour.
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In Circles set up in firms, this means directing attention to the
transfer of knowledge so that this transferability becomes a source of
innovation and the creation of a new way of thinking and acting
Learning in situe is the accomplishment of a capability that must be
formulated and built from reflexive capacity, «by taking on that men-
tal attitude of mediation between generalia and “case”, typical of the
logic of understanding»21. One further capability of the tutor emerges
from the analysis of the case/s the circle participants are to consider.
One of the many examples, in fact, concerns the Circle of people
working in tourism held in Tuscany who observed the work of anoth-
er Circle formed in Sweden22. By case analysis as part of the Study
Circle, an understanding of the reasons for the differences in the ac-
tions to promote and support an increase in the influx of tourists was
attained; the cases were analysed by each participant involved and
each was able to widen their knowledge and potential for transform-
ing production processes to influence each participant’s own situa-
tion. The tutor, in such cases, must be aware of the capacity to stimu-
late observation, dialogue and conversation along lines that can pro-
duce a change of thought from the analysis of signs, a semiotic capa-
bility exactly, and lead from the study of the origins of the problem to
the construction of aims and the attainment of the purposes In this
case, this attainment of the purposes is represented by the possibility
to understand change and comprehend different strategic manage-
ment and from the potential to be able to interpret diversity as an
added value. The tutor must be capable of concision between the
study and the analysis of the cases, but even before this, must know
how to and where to direct this concision. He/she must be able to
foresee the results because he/she is capable of making them out be-
yond and through the lens of the differences and diversities in points
of view.

We can therefore affirm that there are three lines/capabilities that
lead the tutor to reflect on his/her own action for transforming and
guiding the Study Circle, and especially the one activated for the
transferability of innovation to the firm. The first line is interpretive/
hermeneutic and sustains reflexive capacity, thinking of actions in the
work place, hinging experience to the case being studied and trans-
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forming knowledge from the general to the local. The second line in-
volves the clinical capacity for training communication and educa-
tional relationships, which look at individuals and their inner-selves
and therefore their formation. The dialogic exchange moves the
thought thus prompted from the need/motivation to collecting new
data to conclude the quest undertaken. The third line involves the
critical capacity to assess, select and distinguish actions into innova-
tive or conservative facts/experiences

Capacities represent the staging of training work which, if appro-
priately and consciously lead, ferries individuals towards the conquest
of new scenarios of thought, new dimensions of individual and com-
munity action and creative and innovative change in the person and
behaviour of the individual.

4. Relationship, Communication and Dialogue

An especially important capacity is that of dialogue/relationship/
communication. The very position, determined by the duties of the
tutor at the centre of the Study Circle and by virtue of the qualifica-
tion of the education-professional figure he/she designates, warrants
further reflection. In addition to the importance of methodological,
organisational and “disciplinary” knowledge, it is thought that com-
municative know-how is not only a central ability, but the very key to
interpreting mankind’s art of granting and receiving humanity
through knowledge.

The communicative/relationship dimension is the art of being, it is
the fulfilment of the rapport between learning, knowledge, relation-
ships and the ethics of life. Rogers affirms in his celebrated volume,
On Encounter Groups: «One doesn’t enter a group as a tabula rasa.
[...]. I trust the group, given a reasonably facilitating climate, to devel-
op its own potential and that of its members. For me this capacity of
the group is an awesome thing. Perhaps as a corollary of this, I have
gradually developed a great deal of trust in the group process [...]. To
me the group seems like an organism, having a sense of its own direc-
tion even though it could not define that direction intellectually»23.
These comments, introducing the role of the facilitator, help show
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that the tutor must consider the group in which he/she is working as a
system to be trusted In one way, as Rogers states, if the leader has
faith in the training process, the group will express «wisdom of the
organism»24, thus facilitating the group to develop its potential as a
whole and as each individual component.

What Rogers is outlining is a hard task because it commits the tu-
tor/facilitator as a whole person, indeed, every tutor must be com-
pletely present as a person. It is not difficult to find in these attitudes
traces of those which Nussbaum also defined as being at the very
foundation of human capabilities Participating with the whole person
means affirming one’s own existence in its duplicity of cognitive and
emotional aspects. It is not easy to understand and make oneself un-
derstood that only work on both sides will enable thought to be free
to operate, once released from the profound bonds which lack of self
understanding exercise on the unconscious, preventing individual
and cooperative learning.

This web, now clear to neuro-scientists as well as to many educa-
tionists, can be expressed in Rogers’s words, ideas are permeated by
feelings and feelings are permeated by ideas25: This can be translated
into the affirmation that a human being can conduct or participate in
a work group only by being wholly present. This being wholly present
determines the freest action of thought, the circulation of ideas, the
predisposition towards the mind of the other person, the possibility
to be open to the recognition of the new of which the other person is
the bearer. It is not difficult to read in this behaviour between people
in a group meeting and also in a work group, the birth of thought, the
novelty of thought, the transfer of thought and the creation of
thought and continually thinking innovation. Sometimes the search
for an idea, the new, the possible, seems much more complex; howev-
er, as Buber teaches us in his booklet The Way of Man26, the answer is
near to the place where the very search is made. It is thus possible to
affirm that it is within ourselves and not outside that we need to look.
In one way, we could say that relationships and communication, and
the certainty of their efficacy in training and dialogue between the
members of a group, are vehicles by means of which creativity of ac-
tion and thought travel and become practical steps.
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The stages for the leading of a group by means of the art of inter-
personal relationships, since an art it is, can be summarised according
to Rogers’s lines. There are no technical rules to facilitate inter-per-
sonal dynamics but there is a readiness, in the person who is the tutor,
of the soul, mind, heart, gestures and body. As the first task, the tutor
has the duty of creating the atmosphere: «Partly because I do trust
the group, I can usually be quite loose and relaxed even from the
first. That’s overstating it somewhat, for I always feel a little anxiety
when a group starts but by and large I feel, “I don’t have any idea
what’s going to happen, but I think what’s going to happen will be all
right,” and I think I tend to communicate non-verbally, “Well, none
of us seem to know what’s going to happen but it doesn’t seem to be
something to worry about”. I believe that my relaxation and lack of
any desire to guide may have a freeing influence on others»27. In this
phase, the listening and attention that the tutor brings to the person
he/she is talking to is the deed of care which manifests the impor-
tance of the word and of dialogue, but at the same allows a model for
syntony and “hearing” the other person to be developed. Listening is
a decisive factor and it is always necessary to listen to a new idea, or
equally, the tale of problems at work.

Listening means “validating” the person who gives words and
his/her own experience. If this attitude must be built as quickly as
possible, and it is certainly a feature of the first phase of reception
and expression of needs, we know that profound listening is a rela-
tionship style, and even becomes a quality of communication. Listen-
ing is what makes the difference between information and communi-
cation. Learning takes place by means of communication, whereas in-
formation soon turns to dust and is forgotten by the adult mind. In
addition to this, in fact, the adult learns because he/she anchors
learning to experience, always qualified by the dual register of ration-
al and emotional cognition. Listening must also have the characteris-
tics of selectivity and directivity This means that the tutor must be
able to listen not to the fact or the event as it is told, but the meaning
and the emotion moved in the person as he/she is speaking.

The participant of a Study Circle must be able to rely on the un-
derstanding of the tutor, capable of gathering the feedback, whether
this regards a personal gesture of the person talking, or whether it re-
gards the explicit request to focus on a problem in the work place.
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Circle participants must be able to have the support of the tutor’s ca-
pability to listen on just as much an emotional plane as a more techni-
cal one, regarding the identification of the training needs of the Study
Circle members. Nevertheless, there must be give and take, as Rogers
states: «I think I manage, usually, to hear when a participant is fright-
ened or hurt, and this is when I let him know with some sign, verbal
or non, that I understand his situation and that I am by his side as he
lives that hurt or that fear»28.

As the second duty, the tutor must know how to accept the work
group. Perhaps the daily routine of work stifles enthusiasm for shar-
ing dialogue and communication. At the end of the training course,
the capacity to accept the group just as it was formed is always re-
warded29. In this case, the capacity of the leader of the group is exact-
ly that of not being the leader, but of ensuring that the participants
know how to orient themselves during dialogue and the training ac-
tivities, whether these are the observation of certain production
processes or the lesson of the expert the group itself asked for.

A high degree of work experience and knowledge of the dynamics
of the work place will enable the tutor to take a back seat and thus
empower participants with self-direction. As a matter of fact, this is
also a feature of the Study Circle, a light and flexible training model,
which, however, requires greater care and attention to every tacit as-
pect of inter-personal communicative interaction. Training care, in
this case, is the capacity to ‘veil’ the presence and act as though play-
ing host behind the scenes.

This ability requires learning how to withdraw participation with-
out creating any discomfort. The circle participants are the ones who
must activate their own resources and, as adults, must be able to do
this by means of effective, authentic, congruent and empathic30 com-
munication.

Acceptance of the group and its members for what they show and
for how they place themselves, also means understanding conflictual
dynamics which, dictated by projected identity, are used between and
against members. The tutor must know how to handle conflict, always
the bearer of transparency and personal transformation. The manage-
ment of conflict implies a good dose of creative ability. Innovation al-
so originates from the resolution of conflicts.
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As the third task, the tutor must know how to express empathic
communication. Of all the capacities required of a professional edu-
cator on a daily basis, the use of empathy is, perhaps, the most com-
plex and difficult. Resistance within the other person, operated by
virtue of the humanity that distinguishes every human being, is as ar-
duous to reach as it is deeply seated and the more profoundly seated,
the more it interferes with the training process and the learning
course for the transfer of knowledge.

Empathy is the profound and complete perception of “feeling for
the other person”; it is the most complete human means for under-
standing moods and dimensions of suffering and emotion which each
person operates in his/her own humanity; it is the perceptive act that
creates a bridge to the other person and enables communicative action.
Empathy is the deepest and truest form of communication that can be
created between two individuals. Only empathic communication is
communication, any other form always hides the perils of the un-said,
the mystifying or the misuse of power. Empathy is the experience of
the subjectivity of others, of the emotion of another, of the feelings of
another, without ever having lived the same feelings of the other. Em-
pathy is a profound, authentic, real and true “as if”. Empathy allows
communication to circulate and permits fertile dialogue from which
new meanings and new experience are born. What differentiates em-
pathic communication from informative communication and superfi-
cial relationships is that only from empathic exchange is it possible to
learnin experience and from experience. In order to practice empathy,
a very profound self awareness and a responsible act of ethical self-ob-
servation are necessary. Because only in complete, ethical authenticity
will it be possible to support the gaze of the other person.

At first glance this might seem very difficult, as perhaps it is, and
too much to ask of the tutor in the Study Circle. In fact, it is necessary
to promote the possibility of learning empathy by using it.

Communication is a fundamental axis of the dialogical training
model of the Study Circle for culture, in business or ones aimed at
transferring innovation to businesses. It is used in every situation, the
presence of the person, who is a person and a human being, requires
the entirety of this presence which is created by means of the reflec-
tion in the other person and by means of the feedback which each
member of the circle gives to whoever asks. The practice of empathy
is not an accessory task or one task among many; in a work situation
based on the use of the word it is the principle task, without which
every other effort will be costly and in vain.
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Expressing empathy is the same as reaching ever deeper personal
meanings, elaborating the capacity of the group to know how to
speak ironically in order to achieve a concrete experiential result. Em-
pathy is an instrument, but it is also a purpose and, in addition to
this, it is an ethical purpose of the individual, as tutor, guiding the
Circle as it learns.

5. The Care of the Study Circle

Everything expressed so far to focus on and describe the role of
the tutor can be defined as the work of care necessary in following
and orienting the Circle to carry out, as a community, the training ac-
tion of the individual members. The work of care is the highest peda-
gogical level in the formation of man, even in technical, practical
terms. It is stimulated by practice and implies a high theoretical
awareness.

To summarise the phases of the work of the tutor, he/she must be
able to create a positive climate of reciprocal welcome by means of
communicative capacity characterised by listening and empathy.
He/she must stimulate the expression of tacit demand, and for this
reason must be able to read beyond the data supplied by the partici-
pants. He/she must know how to stimulate motivation for reciprocity,
but also knowledge and learning.

This step comprises two phases: in the first, the deep training
needs of the participants that are never separated from the learning
requirements linked to the specific aims of the circle; in the second
phase, it is important to gain the unexpressed demand for the pro-
duction of knowledge linked to entrepreneurial ability and to the pro-
duction processes of the firm or company. This is an extremely deli-
cate moment, because the credibility of the chosen training model
will be at stake.

The tutor must be able to lead the “red thread” of the training
events and know how to follow a planning line for the development
of the learning work with skill, choosing the necessary types of train-
ing; inter-personal dialogue in a group, the expert’s contribution or
outside visits to other production environments for comparing, ob-
serving and opening the mind to the differences. If it is true that the
planner of the training plans the events, it is even more necessary for
the tutor to carry out that function of connection, interpreting the
hidden dimension, which attribute his/her with a delicate, silent but
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important and decisive role in the successful outcome of the training
within the Study Circle.

The tutor must also know how to prepare materials, plan tools of
reciprocal knowledge, lists, addresses, mailing lists, log books and
even blogs. All this for creating a link between the figure of the expert
and the needs of the participants of the circle. Care of motivation is
the primary task of the tutor who must have the ability to create the
climate of trust and hope necessary in any training job.

This is a job of care, first and foremost of the self, of another per-
son and of every educational relapse in the living and working envi-
ronments of the participants of the Study Circle.
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CAPITOLO VI

EVALUATION OF STUDY CIRCLES AIMED
AT TECHNOLOGY OR KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

Klas Lénberg

1. Classic SC vs. Transfer SC

Today’s Study Circles might have their roots in the Islamic early
learning circles around some better-known Muslims in the mosques,
in the early universities where the students gathered around their pro-
fessors for seminar type of discussions, in the old master and disciples
model of the east or the Greek philosophers street discussion. How-
ever, the modern Study Circle, born in Scandinavia about a hundred
years ago, differed from the older forms – it had more to do with the
empowerment of the individual then with the content of the topic
discussed. A rising class of farmers and later on industry workers took
part to learn that they had a right to speak and to act politically. In
the circle they learned that their knowledge had a value and that oth-
ers wanted to listen to them. Later on the circle became more focused
and the pedagogic come to be used for language learning and the like.
In Scandinavia today you will find Study Circles on many different
topics – from cooking to today’s hottest political issues.

2. Evaluation of Study Circles: a Question of Objectives

As we just said, the objective of the classic Study Circle is to em-
power the individual. The objective of a Study Circle for technology
or knowledge transfer to SME, on the contrary, is to empower the
participant’s organisation, the SME. The organisation will always to
some extent be empowered if the employee is empowered, but real
effects on production, marketing, etc. might be missing due to a num-
ber of hindering factors. Some might have to do with the individual’s
personality – for example unwillingness to share his/her new know-
ledge with those that can use it if he/she can not use it him/herself –
others might be due to bad timing or the organisation’s reluctance to
take on board the new knowledge.

We could look at it all as a black box – just asking for the effect in
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the organisation, disregarding why there is or is not an effect. This,
however, would not give us information to improve on the circle next
time we run it. If we want to improve on what we are doing we have
to use a method that will give us information about the individual and
about the individual’s organisation. If the individual did not learn
anything he/she can not take anything home. On the other hand, if
he/she learned something but the organisation for the time being has
no use for it or is not willing to take it on board, there will be no im-
pact. Non-willingness can have to do with lack of take up capacity
and/or organisational deficits.

In short, for the evaluation of effects of the transfer type of Study
Circle we need two sets of data – one that has to do with the partici-
pants and the circle as such and one that has to do with their organi-
sations and effects in them. We need both sets to be able to explain
how come there was or was not an effect on the SME.

3. Can we Reuse the Models for Evaluation of Classic Study
Circles? Evaluations with the Focus on the Individual
and the Circle as such

There are a number of ways to evaluate classic Study Circles. Most
of them build on the idea that the participants themselves should de-
cide on the goals at the start. A common method is to let the partici-
pants articulate what they want to get out of the circle in the begin-
ning and then at the end ask to what extent they got what they want-
ed. The articulation is often in the form of a set of relevant variables –
knowledge about x, knowledge about y, getting to know the others,
etc. – that will be used as a base for a kind of progress scale. The
progress scale is developed by asking the participants what would
success mean and what would the very opposite of success mean for
the different variables. At the start the participants are then asked to
mark on a line between the success and failure where the group – or
themselves – are at the start and then keep marking after each meet-
ing with the circle. With the help of the recurrent information the cir-
cle leader can refocus on areas where progress is too slow and by that
improve on the final result.

This model functions well if the participants are allowed to decide
on what should be learned. However, for obvious reasons, it will be
hard to get SME people to attend Study Circles that do not have a
well defined knowledge territory to discuss and learn about. In the
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future this technology/knowledge transfer model is most likely to be
used by government/regional/local organisations supporting SME or
business associations and the like that will offer this kind of services
to selected SME trying to enhance their competence in specific strate-
gic fields. If, as in the EDAEDU project, a specialist should be
brought in to complement the circle leader his/her competence field
must be defined in advance, at least for the first meeting. I.e. the top-
ics will be rather well defined from start. For efficiency and cost rea-
son it will therefore perhaps be necessary to use a more controlled ap-
proach then what is common in classic Study Circles. I.e. we can not
use those evaluation methods as they are. Still, we have to find out if
the participants got what they expected and if the circle as such func-
tioned as a learning vehicle. And it is still basically a question about
the difference between the knowledge level at the start and the
knowledge level at the end.

4. What is a Result?

Depending on what you want to achieve and what your terms are
with a Study Circle for technology or knowledge transfer to SME a
positive result can look differently. Let us just take a look at a few
variables that are likely to influence the results and how you look at
the result:
Competence level of the participants at the start.
Knowledge level of the knowledge we want to be transferred.
Knowledge relevance for the participants and for the SME.
Pedagogic model - classic circle, seminar or semi-lesson, blended-

learning, internet, etc.
Terms of impact - knowledge fit in target SME, implementation con-

text in target SME.
Secondary effects and their importance - learn to learn effects, business

contacts, etc.
The competence level of the participants will set the limits to what

could actually be learned. It will also be the base for the expectations
the participants aim at the circle and the circle leader. And set the
limits to what pedagogic can be used.

We know from experience that it is important that the competence
levels of the participants are not too different. A mixture of partici-
pants with too great differences in competence level will mean prob-
lems of finding the right “pedagogic” level for the circle leader. It will
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also lead to that those with more knowledge will be bored and unin-
terested in discussing with those with lower competence. And the oth-
er way round – those with lower competence will not like to take part
in the discussions because they do not like to show their incompe-
tence. A bad result could be the consequence of a bad participant mix.

Knowledge level is of course a continuum, but for sake of simplici-
ty we can talk about three levels: facts, easy to understand “theoreti-
cal/complex” knowledge and difficult to understand “theoretical/
complex” knowledge. In the EDAEDU project there were three
groups; tourism, lean production in mechanic industry and composite
material for boat building. The tourist groups talked about different
ways to care for in- and out-going tourists, about places to visit, etc.
The lean production group talked about how to continuously im-
prove on production. The boat people spoke about the complex rela-
tionship between different plastic materials, different ways to apply
those materials and the importance of size, temperature, etc. for the
final results. It is not very likely that the tourist participants did not
get something of interest with them home, but it is quite likely that a
mini SME boat builder could not follow all of what was said about
resins, etc. If our aim is fact transfer, we are much more likely to suc-
ceed then if it is transfer of “theoretical/complex” knowledge.

The most important thing in all communication is that the “cus-
tomer” recognises his/her own reality in the message, that it is rele-
vant for him/her. It is quite likely that the transfer effect will be
greater if the circle leader and/or expert starts with a lesson on some
topics the participants have expressed interest in advance. It is impor-
tant that the participants from the very beginning trust that there is
something to be learned. As mentioned above, in the case of Study
Circles for technology or knowledge transfer it might be expensive to
let the attendants decide on the subject at the first meeting, so in
practice we are probably talking about participants accepting an offer
– that offer should be about something relevant to the participants
and their organisations! We are quite sure of a bad result if we force
SME people to spend their time in vain!

By pedagogic model we mean how the circle is run. When talking
about Study Circles for technology/knowledge transfer the objective
is not just learning anything or general empowerment of the individ-
ual but actual actually learning something that could be of use for the
SME. This means a mixture of free discussion – the participants learn
from each other – and a systematic refocusing on the targeted know-
ledge by the circle leader. This could be done in several different ways.
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In the EDAEDU case we always had at least two circle leaders – the
leader as such and the expert – meaning that this mixture could be
very complex… Bluntly speaking, the major problem is the balance
between on the one hand the give and take between the participants
and on the other hand the “teaching” of the expert. A circle that is
too much of the one or the other is probably heading to a bad final
result.

Terms of impact are a most important set of variables. Some are
easy to measure – like if the SME already has somebody responsible
for development, if there is a special unit for development, etc. – but
some of the most important are hard to get at. The most important of
all is probably the SME management’s general attitude towards learn-
ing and use of new knowledge. Here we can only hope that if the
manger sends somebody to a Study Circle he/she does so because
there is a real interest and that there will be an apparatus to take care
of the knowledge acquired. There is also a circle side to the terms of
impact. It is important that the circle leader informs the participants
in a Study Circle for technology or knowledge transfer that they are
going to face terms of impact. That they have to meet different kinds
of resistance and that they have to make up some kind of strategy if
they and/or their company should really profit from what they
learned. Lack of understanding what there is to expect might discour-
age the learner to talk about the new knowledge when he is back in
the company.

Secondary effects could be desired or not. However, obviously, one
of the desired secondary effects of a Study Circle containing a number
of SME people would – or should – be new business partnerships. A
secondary effect of a transnational Study Circle could be better under-
standing of how people from the other country think and argue. Etc.
Depending on how one values those secondary effects a circle could
be more or less successful. If there is no transfer of knowledge during
the circle but the participants decide to meet again to set up a com-
mon project that demands more knowledge then what they got at the
time of the circle, the circle is obviously very successful as it has artic-
ulated a need for knowledge directly linked to the SME production.

There are many more variables that could have effect and/or be
considered as relevant when arguing for what is or not is a good result
of a Study Circle aimed at technology or knowledge transfer. What
we want to underline is that a simple measurement of impact in the
SME is of little value as there are many other possible reasons then
the circle as such for a bad result.
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5. A few Words on Mmethod in Evaluation of Impact of Social
Activities in General and SME Activities in Particular

A Study Circle is a social activity depending on trust between the
participants and between them and the circle leaders and experts. It
is very important that evaluation methods do not interfere with the
activities going on or that the participants will get any reason to start
to worry about their role in the circle or that they will be exposed in a
unwanted way to the others. If observation is used as a method to
study the dynamics of the circle it should be known to the partici-
pants that they are observed. If questions are asked anonymity should
be guaranteed. All results should be presented in such a way that no
single person – or organisation – could be unveiled.

However, after all those warnings, do not forget that most atten-
dants to Study Circles have a positive attitude to the circle as a learn-
ing method and are willing to make the social parts work for better
learning effects. I.e. it is mostly perfectly right to use open methods
like general discussions about what happened in the circle, what was
good and what should be improved on, etc. If you do this at the final
meeting the effect on the circle as such will of course be minimal.
But, it might influence the relationship to your organisation and be-
tween the participants in the future.

SME people have one thing in common – shortage of time. Do not
use evaluation methods that take too much of their time. Neither be-
cause of length of forms nor because of too high a complexity. Always
try to get as much of the needed information as possible from other
sources. For example number of employees could often be found on
the company homepage.

6. A Shopping List for the Development of Evaluation
Instruments for Study Circles Aimed at Technology
or Knowledge Ttransfer to SME

We are not going to give you a set of complete forms for partici-
pants to fill in. Evaluation should always be geared to the objectives
of the activity and to the further use of the results. If you are just run-
ning one Study Circle once, your focus should be on making that one
as good as possible. If you intend to run a series of circles – try to get
data so you can improve on the first as well as on the last circle!
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We talk about three plus one phases – before, during, after and af-
ter some time – and two actors – the participant and his/her company.

A. Before measurements
Try to find out:

• why people have decided to spend time on the circle,
• their expectations. What and what is a good result,
• their competence in the specific area,
• their general competence – i.e. educational background,
• their learning behavior (use of internet to update them selves,

etc.),
• their organisation’s – the SME – preparedness to take on board

new knowledge (is there a unit for development, somebody re-
sponsible for taking on board new knowledge, etc.),

• their organisation’s general attitude towards learning (how many
employees that lately have been sent on training, etc.).

B. During measurements
Try to find out:

• if the circle leader – and the expert – are doing their job in a nice
way…,

• the social dynamics of the circle – i.e. to what extent the circle is
a give and take between all involved or just monologues by the
circle leader and a few self-assured participants,

• the learning dynamics of the circle – i.e. to what extent the circle
is driven by the participants demand for usable knowledge or
only a kind of seminar driven by the expert’s habit to reuse old
lessons… (the key measurement is about if there are follow up
questions from the participants or not. A discussion that has no
follow up questions – just direct answers – is no real discus-
sion),

• the learning focus – to what extent the circle really is about what
it was intended to be, or what the participants asked for, or if it
has a tendency to be just a kind of social gathering where the
participants are kind to each other and

• support each other’s small talk...

C. After measurements
Try to find out:

• if the participants got what they expected,
• if they got something they not expected…,
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• what could be improved on,
• if they would like to attend another circle of the same kind – i.e.

if they think that the learning method was so good that it was
worth the time spent!

D. After some time measurements
Try to find out:

• if the knowledge has been put to some use in their organisation,
• if their organisation profited in some other way by the partici-

pants taking part in the circle (i.e. presence of secondary effects
like new business relations, new learning possibilities and the
like),

• …if the management think it was a good investment in time and
if they would like to send somebody to another circle of the
same kind.

Be constructive! If there is some particular knowledge you want
the circle to transfer you should of course measure the take up of that
particular knowledge.

7. The Perspective

A Larger Perspective

We have here only talked about the micro cosmos – the people in
the circle and their companies – but there is of course also a larger
perspective. A Study Circle for technology or knowledge transfer
could be continuous and have secondary effects on a business com-
munity, on a region, or... It all depends on how we set the circle up
from the beginning – perhaps intermittent run by a business commu-
nity – and how we support the further transfer of what is learned –
perhaps by running parts of it during a greater fair and letting other
attendants at the fair be passive participants via monitors at strategic
places.

If you decide on using the circle more like a general vehicle for
marketing of new technology and knowledge you will of course have
to use more and different methods for evaluation. You will find them
in books on mass communication and programme implementation
and the like.
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A Smaller Perspective

The circle method could of course be used inside the SME for
transfer of new knowledge to different employee groups. A number
of studies in Sweden have shown this to be a very good method. The
Study Circle is – as said before – a friendly method very well suited
for persons with little school background and/or low learning self es-
teem.
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